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The notion of a multi-valued lipschits mapping has been defined some el-
emantary basic results and examples are given .The convergence of a sequence 
of fixed points of a convergent sequence of multi-valued contraction mappings is 
investigated.The results obtained extend theorems on the stability of fixed points 
of single -valued mappings [27].Some fixed point theorems for multi-valued map-
pings have been proved which are the genereilizations of contraction mapping 
principle of Banach which states that a multi-valued contrative mapping of a 
complete metric space X into the non-empty closed and bounded subset of X has 
a fixed point and a result due to Edelstein [8]. A counter examaple to a theo-
rem about(£, A)uniformly locally exapansive(single-valued)mapping is given and 
several fixed points theorems concerning such mappings are proved. Much work 
has been done on fixed points of multi-valued mappings by several researchers 
viz.Kakutani[22],EilenbergandMontgomery[9jStother[35]Plunkett[29),Ward[37]and 
several others. The ideas of set-valued mapping and Lipschitz mapping have been 
combined to estabish some fixed points theorems about multi-valued contraction 
mappings. However, in many applications, the mapping invovled is not a self 
mapping of K. Assad and Kirk [2] gave sufficient conditiond for such mappings 
to have fixed point by proving a fixed point theorem for multi-valued contraction 
u 
mapping on a complete metrically convex metric spaces. 
This dissertation consists four chapters each chapter is divided into sections 
and subsections. The number 4.1 indicates the sections I of chapter 4 whereas 
4.1.1, indicates 4.2.4 indicates 4 theorems or Lemmas or examples of sections I of 
chapter. The numbers in bracket refers to references listed in bibliography. Each 
chapter begins with a brief introduction to its contents. 
The chapter I is introductory in nature wherein the notions of fixed theo-
rem for multi-valued mappings are introduced and discussed considerably to the 
extent of definition, illustrative examples and basics definitions. We conclude the 
chapter discussing Nadler [26], theorem which forms the central theme for the 
rest of the dissertation. 
The chapter 2 deals with multi-valued contraction mappings and common 
fixed point theorems, which is due to Nadler and Khan [24]. The most gen-
eral results of chapter is due to Aqeel and Imdad [18] for generalized pair of 
contraction mappings and Imdad et al [18], for generalized continuous pair of 
contraction mappings. While proving their results, they have adopt the notion of 
"nmlti-valued lipschits constant'" and "generalized contractive pair of mappings" 
to multi-valued mappings. Besides main results, related results and illustrative 
examples are also discussed. 
Chapter 3 deals with fixed point theorems for two pairs of non-self map-
pings due to Imdad, et al [24] where in the most general results are due to Imdad, 
m 
et al.[18]. In order to establish such results of Imdad, et al.[24] need to formulate 
the "weakly commuting mappings" and "coincidentally commuting mappings", 
this chapter concludes with some illustrative examples. 
The last chapter of this dissertation devoted to fixed points theorems in 
Banach spaces. The first half of the chapter is devoted to "set-valued mappings 
in metric and Banach spaces" which includes the work of David Downing and 
W.A.Kirk [34]. The rest of the chapter deals with "fixed point theorems in Ba-
nach spaces" which incorporate the results due to Khan et al, [24]. 
In the end, we have given the bibhography which by no means is an exhaus-
tive one list consists only those papers and books which are are used throughout 





Let X be a set then a mapping T : X ^ X (ox x e X is said to be a fixed 
point of the mapping T ifTx = x. By a fixed point theorem, we shall assert that 
under certain conditions a mapping T of X admids one or more fixed points. 
Fixed point theory is an important area in the fast growing fields of non-
hnear analysis and non-linear operators. It is relatively fully developed area for 
research. There are several domains like classical analysis, functional analysis, 
operator theory, topology, algebraic topology, e.t.c. Where the study of existence 
of fixed point fails.Fixed point theorems are mainly useful in the existence of 
theory of differential equations, integral equations, partial differential equations, 
random differential equations, non-linear oscillations, fluids flow approximation 
theory. 
Fixed point property 1.1.1 
Let X be a topological space." We define a mapping T from X into itself. 
If for every continuous mapping T from X into itself there exists a point x ^ X 
such that Tx — x, then we say that the topological space X has a fixed point 
property. This property is a topological property . A set with fixed point prop-
erty is expected to be compact and contractible, any set without one of these 
properties with certainly have a mapping with no fixed point. Real line, circle 
and the torus are examples which do not have the fixed point property while the 
unit interval [0,1] has the fixed point property We can refer to Smart [34] for 
more details. 
However, a counter example was given by Kinoshita [25] whereby we 
proved that these conditions are neither necessary nor sufficient for a space to 
have the fixed point property. 
1.2. BANACH CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE 
AND ITS GENERALIZATIONS 
It was Banach who after Brouwer's in 1922 gave the fundamental result 
which is popularly known as Banach contraction principle or contraction mapping 
theorem. 
Definition 1.2.1 
A mapping T firom a metric space X into itself is said to be a contraction 
if 
(a) d{Tx,Ty) < ad{x,y) for all x,y e X and 0 < a < I. 
A contraction mapping is continuous but not conversely. 
The Banach contraction principle states that: 
A contraction mapping of a complete metric space X into itself has a 
unique fixed point in X ". 
It is the simplest of all the fixed point theorems so for established and its proof 
does not require much topological backgrouiid. We use the contraction mapping 
theorem to establish the existence-uniqueness theorem for ordinary non-linear 
differential equations for various other appUcations of the contraction mapping 
theorem one is referred to Kolmogrove and Fomin [12], where one finds excellent 
illustrations of the use of fixed point theorems in analysis. 
Since then many generalizations of the Banach contraction theorem have 
appeared, Chu and Diaz [5] and Bryant [4] observed that for a continuous mapping 
T of a complete metric space into itself such that T^ is a contraction mapping 
of X for some positive integer K, then T has a unique fixed point. 
However, we mention here a few of them which are relevant to the contents 
of the present work, in the sequel T is a self-mapping of a metric space {X, d). 
1. Edelstein [8] 
for dl\ x,y ^ X,x ^y 
(6) d{Tx,Ty)<d{x,y). 
This mapping is called contractive. A contractive mapping is continuous and 
has a unique fixed point if there is one . Such mappings are more general than 
contraction mappings. Unlike contraction mapping a contractive mapping on a 
complete metric space may not necessarily have a fixed point as evident from the 
following example. 
Example 1.2.2 
The space X = [0, oo) of real is complete. Let T be defined by Tx = x + ^, 
then for all x,y in X and x < y. 
d{Tx,Ty) = {y-x)-C--'-)< d{x,y). 
Thus T is contractive but T leaves no point of X fixed. The next theorem 
does infact hold for contractive mappings and was proved Edelstein. 
2. Kannan [23] 
Let S,T :X -^ X. There exists a in [0,|] such that 
(c) d{Sx, Ty) < a[d{x, Sx) + d{y, Ty)\ for all x, y in X. If 5 = T, then 
above condition yields. 
{d) d{Tx, Ty) < a[d(x, Tx) + d^y, Ty)] for all x, y in X. 
3. Reich [30] 
For all x,y in X, a,P,j >0 and a + 5^ + 7 < 1 
(e) d{Tx, Ty) < ad{x, Tx) + Pd{y, Ty) + ^d{x, y) 
4. Hardy and Rogers [16] 
(/) d{Tx, Ty) < a[d{x, Tx) + d{y, Ty)] 
+ b\d{y, Tx) + d{x, Ty)] + c[d{x, y)] 
for all x,y e X, a,b,c>0, 2a + 2b + c<l 
5. Hussain sind Sehgal [17] 
Let tp denote a family of mappings such that each (/> £ ^, 0 : (i?"*")^  —> i?" ,^ 
and (/) is continuous and non-decreasing in each coordinate variable. 
Let S,T be self-mappings of X. Suppose there exists a 0 G V such that for 
all x,y in A'. 
{g) d{Sx,Ty) < (l>[d{x,Sx),d{y,Ty),d{x,Ty),d{y,Sx),d{x,y)] 
where 0 satisfies the condition: for any i > 0, 
(j){t, t, ait, 02*, t) <t, aiE {0,1,2} with Oi + a2 = 2. 
li S = T, then above condition yields 
(h) d{Tx,Ty) < (f>[d{x,Tx),d{y,Ty),d{x,Ty),diy,Tx),d{x,y)], 
for all x,y in X. 
6. Ciric [7] 
(i) d{Tx,Ty) < amax[d{x,Tx),d{y,Ty),d{x,Ty),diy,Tx),d{x,y)], 
for all x,y in X, and a € [0,1). 
7. Boyd and Wong [3] 
U) d{Tx,Ty)<(l>{d{x,y)}, 
for all X, y G X and (f): R^ -^ R^ is upper semicontinuous, 
where 4){t) < t for each t > 0. 
1.3. COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
We also study common fixed points of a pair of mappings, both single-
valued and multi-valued and of a family of mappings. 
Consider a family r (tau) of mappings T of some set into itself. If Tx = x 
for all T in r , we say that x is the common fixed point for r or for the mappings 
T in r . 
Theorem 1.3.1 
There exist two commuting continuous mappings of [0,1] into itself with-
out fixed points. 
Thus common fixed point theorems for commuting mappings require extra 
conditions on the space or on the mappings or on their ranges. Motivated from 
the fact that a fixed point of a mappings is a common fixed point of that mapping 
and the identity mapping, Jungck [20] obtained the following generalization of 
the Banach Contraction Principle. 
Theorem 1.3.2 
Let T be a continuous mapping of a complete metric space {X, d) into 
itself. Then T has a fixed point in X if and only if there exist a fc G [0,1) and a 
mapping S : X ^ X which commutes with T and satisfies: 
(i) S{X) C T{X), 
and 
(ii) d{Sx, sy) < k d{Tx, Ty), for all x, y in X. 
Indeed S and T have a unique common fixed point. 
The first result for family of mappings was proved by Markov in 1936. Kakutani 
gave a direct proof of Markov's theorem in 1938 and also proved a fixed point 
theorem for groups of affine mappings. By (ii)-Nardzewski obtained an important 
extension of the results of Markov and Kakutani in 1966. Day [22], also proved 
a more general theorem. 
Jungck [20] also proved a common fixed point theorem of two mappings 
defined on a compact metric space. Further generahzations, extensions and ap-
plications of Jungck's fixed point theorems have appeared in Fisher ([20],[10]), 
Khan and Fisher [10], Khan and Imdad [18], Sessa [31] and various others. 
1.4. SOME BASIC RESULTS 
If {X, d) is a metric space, then 
(a) CB{X) = {CIC is a nan - empty dosed and bounded subset of X} 
(b) 2^ = {c/c is a non — empty compact subset of X} 
(c) N{e,c) = {xe X/d{x,c) < efar same c e C} ii e > 0 and C e CB{X), 
and 
(d) H{A, B) = inf {e\A C N{e, B) and B C iV(e, A)} if A, Be CB{X). 
The ftinction /f is a metric for CB{X) called the Hausdorff metric. 
We note that the metric H actually depends on the metric for X and that 
two equivalent metrices for X may not generate equivalent Hausdorff metrics for 
CB{X).lt will be understood,unless otherwise stated,that the symbol H stands 
for the Hausdorff metric obtained from a fixed pre-assigned metric. 
Let {X,di) and {Y,d2) be metric spaces.A function F : X ^ CB{Y) is said to 
be a multi-valued Lipschitz mapping of X into Y if and only if H{F{x), F{z)) < 
adi{x,z) for all x,z e X,where a > 0 is a fixed real number.The constant a is 
a Lipschitz constant for F.If F has a Lipschitz constant a < l,then F is called a 
multi-valued contracion mapping (abbreviated m.v.c.m). A m.v.l.m. is continu-
ous. 
A point X is said to be a fixed point of a single-valued mapping f (multi-
valued mapping F) provided/(x) =^ x{x G F{x)). since the mapping i : X -^ C5(X),give 
by i{x)-^ X for each a; G A", is an isometry, the fixed point theorems in this paper 
for multi-valued mappings are the generalizations of their single-valued analogues. 
Let (X,d) be a metric space. Then following Nadler [27], we define 
(I) CB{X) = {A: A is a non — empty dosed and bounded subset of X} 
C{X) = {A : A is a non — empty compact subset of X} 
BN{X) = {A : A is a non — empty bounded subset of X} 
(II) For non-empty subset of A 5 of X, and x e X 
D{A,B) =inf{d{a,b):aeA,beB} 
H{A, B) = max {sup D{a, b):aeA,be B},{sup D{A, b) : b e B} 
d{x,A) = inf {d{x,a) : a e A,} 
S{x,A) = sup{d{a,b) : ae A,be B} 
It is known (Kuratowaski[22]),that CB{X) is a metric space with the distance 
function H. We shall H the Hausdorff metric on CB(X). 
Remark 1.4.1. 
By setting G = F and 5 = T = //c in Theorem 2, one deduces Theorem 
1 due to Khan et al [24]. 
Remark 1.4.2. 
By setting G = F and 5 = T = 7^ ,^ a = 0 in Theorem 2, one deduces a 
result due to Assad [1] for Kannan type non-self mappings. 
Remark 1.4.3. 
By setting G ^ F and S = T = IK, a = 0 and K = X in Theorem 2, one 
deduces a result due to chatterjea [6] for self mappings. 
L e m m a 1.4.4. 
Let e > 0 and a e A, there exists be B such that d{a, b) < H{A, B) + e. 
If A,B axe in C(X), then one can choose beB such that d(a, b) < H{A, B) 
Lemma 1.4.5. (RUS[31]) 
Let A e CB{X) and 0 < 0 < 1 be given.Then for every x e A, there exists 
ae A such that d{x, a) > 9S{x, i4),and d{x, a) > 6H{x, A). 
Next two lemmas can be easily proved. 
Lemmia 1.4.6. 
For any xE X, and any A, B in CB{X) 
\d{x,A)-d{x,B)\<H{A,B). 
Lemma 1.4.7. 
For any x and y in X, AG X. 
I d{x,A)-d{y,A) \<d{x,y). 
Lemma 1.4.8. 
If X is a non-empty closed subset of a complete and metrically convex 
metric space {X, d), then for any x e K,y ^ K, 
there exists azedK (the boundary of K) such that 
d{x,z) + d{z,y) = d{x,y). 
Lemma 1.4.9.(Assad-Kirk[2]). 
Let K be any non-empty closed subset of a complete metrically convex 
if for any space (X,d), then for any x G K,y ^ K there exists a z 6 K(the 
boundary of K) such that d{x, z) + d(z, y) = d{x, y). 
L e m m a 1.4.10.(Nadler[26]). 
Let A, B m CB{X). Then for all e > 0 and a G A ther exists 6 G B such 
that d(a, b) < H{A, B) + e. If A, B are in C{X) then one can find 6 G B such 
tha td (a ,6 )< i f (A-B) . 
Lemma 1.4.11.(RUS[3I]). 
Let A be in CB{X) and 0 < ^ < 1, then for any x G A there exists ae A 
such that d(x,a) > 96{x, A) and d{x, a) > 9H{x, A). 
Lemma 1.4.12. 
For any A, B in CB{X) and xeX, d{x, A) - d{x, B) < H{A, B) 
Lemma 1.4.13. 
For any x,y in X and aC X, d{x, A) - d{y, A) < d{x,y). 
Corollary 1.4.14. 
From theorem (4.L1) K and X, suppose V : K -^ Fb{X) is a set-valued 
contraction mapping which satisfies either condition [4.1.1(b)] or condition [(b')]. 
Then V has a fixed point in K. 
Under certain circumstances condition [4.Ll(b)] is also automatically satis-
fied. For example, If K{X) and H{X) denote, respectively, the non-empty com-
pact and non-empty weakly compact subsets of X, then we have: 
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Corollary 1.4.15. 
With ii: and X as in Theorem (4.1.1), suppose T : K ^ Fb{X) is a set-
valued contraction mapping for which Fx C IK{X), X e K. UT : K ^ K{X), or 
if X is reflexive and T : K -^ H{X), then T has a fixed point in K. 
Recall that a mapping T : K ^ X is weakly inward ([4.1.4.13]) if Tx C IK{X) for 
each X G K. 
Corollary 1.4.16. 
Let K and X be as in Theorem (4.1.1). Suppose the mapping T : K ^ X 
is continuous, wezikly inward, and satisfies for fixed k G (0,1). For each x e K 
there exists (5 = S{x) > 0 such that y G B5{x)n ^ Hy-Tyjl < \\y-Tx\\+k\\x-y\\. 
Then T has a fixed point in K. 
Corollary 1.4.17. 
Let X be a Banach space, K C X, and \Gamma : K -^ F{X) where 
X denote the family of non-empty closed subsets of X. Given x & K and 
ageql, we let Ta{x) denote the set [z E Fx : ||x — z\\ < a dist(x,Fx)], where 
dist{x,Tx) — inf [\\x — u\\ : u e Fx]. we use Bs{x) to denote the closed ball 
centered at x with radius S. 
1.5. SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS AND LEM-
MAS 
Definition 2.5.1. 
A metric space {X, d) is said to be metrically convex if for any x, y e X 
11 
with a; / y, there exists z eX,x^ z^y such that 
d(x,z) + (i(2,y) = d{x,y). 
Definition 2.5.2 
Let K hea non-empty closed subset of a metric space {X, d). A mapping 
T : K ^ CB{X) is said to be continues a.t XQ e K if for any e > 0, there exists 
a. 5 > 0 such that H{Tx,Txo) < e, whenever d{x,xo) < 6. If T is continuos at 
every point of K, we say that T is continuos at K. 
Motivated from Pant [28] we introduce the following: 
Definition 2.5.3 
Let K he & non-empty closed subset of a metric space {X, d) and S, T be 
mappings of K into CB{X).then {S, T) is said to be a generalized contraction pair 
of K into CB{X) if there exists non-negative reals a, /?, 7 with a -I- 2^ -I- 27 < 1 
such that for any x,y e K, 
HiSx,Ty)<ad{x,y) 
+ (3 {D{x, Sx) + D{y, Ty)} + 7 {D{x, Ty) + D(y, Sx)}. 
Similarly, we define generalized contraction pair of K into C{X). 
Definition 2.5.4 
Let K he a. non-empty closed subset of metric space (X, d). Let S and T 
be mappings of K into CB(X).Then (5, T) is said to be a generalized contractive 
pair of K into CB{X) if there exist non-negative reals a, /?, 7 such that for 
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any x,y G X with x^y, 
H{Sx,Ty) < ad{x,y) 
+ P {D{x, Sx) + D{y, Ty)} + 7 {D{x, Ty) + D(y, Sx)}, 
where 0 < 2a + 2/? + 47 < 1. 
Definition 1.5.6. 
Let Khea. non-empty closed subset of a metric space (X, d). A mapping 
F : K -¥ CB{X) is said to be continuous at XQ e K if for any e > there exists 
a (5 > 0 such that H{Fx, FXQ) < e whenever d{x, XQ) < 5. U F is continuous at 
every point of K then we say that F is continuous on K. 
In an attempt to extend this notion of weak commutativity of a maping 
to a multi-valued mapping ,Hadzic Gajic [15] introduced the following definition 
which we use in our work. 
Definition 1.5.7 
Let K he a. non-empty subset of a metric space {X, d), whereas F : K -^ 
CB{X) and T : K —^ (X).Then the pair (/ ,T) is said to be weakly commuting 
if for every x,y m K such that x e Fy, Ty e K and d{Tx, Fty) < d{Ty, Fy). 
Definition 1.5.8. 
Let K he Q. non-empty closed subset of a metric space such that F, G be 
mappings of K into CB{X) whereas T be a mapping of K into X. Then (F, G) 
is said to be a generalized T-contraction pair of K into CB{X) if there exist 
non-negative reals Q,/3,7 with a + 2^ + 27 < 1 such that for all x,y e K, 
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H{Fx, Gy) < ad{Tx, Ty) + (3 {D{Tx, Fx) + D(Ty, Gy)} 
+ ^{D{Tx,Gy) + D{Ty,Fx)}. 
Note that if T = 4 , then this definition reduces to that of Khan [24]. 
Definition 1.5.9. 
A mapping T of a Banach space X into itself is said to be non-expansive 
if 
\\Tx - Ty\\ < \\x - y\\, for all x,y in X. 
Definition 1.5.10 
A sequence is said to be regular if all its subsequences have the same 
asymptotic radius, and almost convergent if all its subsequences have the same 
asymptotic center. The following lemmas are proved below 
Lemmas 1.5.11 
Let K" be a convex subset of a normed linear space X. Then x — y G IK{X) 
if and only if 
lim h~^ dist{x — hy, K) — 0. 
/i-)-0+ 
Lemmas 1.5.12. 
In a uniformaly convex space, each regular sequence is almost convergent. 
Lemmas 1.5.13 
Any bouned sequence in Banach space contains a regular subsequence. 
Lemmas 1.5.14 
Let X be uniformaly convex, K a bouned closed convex subset of X, 
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[xi] a sequence in K with asymptotic center y e K and asymptotic radius r. 
For a e (0,1), let Zj = (1 - Q)y + axi, i = 1,2,...,. Then A{[zi]) = y and 
AR{[zi\) - ar. 
Proof. 
First suppose yi^z = A{\zi\). since ||y - Zi\ = a\\y - Xi\\ we have 
infTu^wllifni sup\\w — Zi\\] < ar 
and by uniqueness of the asymptotic center 
lirrii sup\\z — Zi\\ = r' < ar. 
But for each i, 
\\z - XiW = \\z - (1 - a)y - axi + (1 - a)y - (1 - a)xi|| 
< \\z - z,\\ + \\{1 - a){y - Xi)\\ 
from which 
liTTii sup\\z — Xi\\ <r' + {l — a)r < r 
contradicting r = AR{[x]). 
Therefore y — A{\zi^ and since \y - Zi\ = a\\y - Xi||, 




MAPPINGS AND COMMON FIXED POINT 
THEOREMS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the notion of a multi-valued hpschits mapping has been 
defined some elemantary basic results and examples are given .The convergence 
of a sequence of fixed points of a convergent sequence of multi-valued contraction 
mappings is investigated.The results obtained extend theorems on the stability 
of fixed points of single -valued mappings . Some fixed point theorems for multi-
valued mappings have been proved which are the generalizations of contraction 
mapping principle of Banach which states that a multi-valued contrative mapping 
of a complete metric space X into the non-empty closed and bounded subset of X 
has a fixed point and a result due to Edelstein [8]. A counter examaple to a theo-
rem about(£, A)imiformly locally exapansive(single-valued)mapping is given and 
several fixed points theorems concerning such mappings are proved. Much work 
has been done on fixed points of multi-valued mappings by several researchers viz. 
Kakutani[22],Eilenberg and Montgomery[9]Stother[35]Plunkett[29],Ward[37]and 
several others. The ideas of set-valued mapping and Lipschitz mapping have been 
combined to estabish some fixed points theorems about multi-valued contraction 
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mappings. However, in many applications, the mapping invovled is not a self 
mapping of K. Assad and Kirk [2] gave sufficient conditiond for such mappings 
to have fixed point by proving a fixed point theorem for multi-valued contraction 
mapping on a complete metrically convex metric spaces. 
In this section we present some elementary results which will be used in 
later sections and introduce some notation and terminology.The proofs of many 
of the theorems are straightforward.If F : X —> 2^ is a m.v.l.m. and 
K e 2^,thenU {F{x)\x e K} G 2^. 
2.2. SOME BASIC RESULTS 
Lemma 2.2.1 
Let F : X -» 2^ be a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a.If A,B G 2^ ,^ 
then H{U {F{a)\a e A} ,U {F{b)\b E B}) < a H{A, B). 
Theorem 2.2.2 
Let F : X —> 2^ be a m.v.l.m.with Lipschitz constant a and let G : y -> 
2^ be a m.v.l.m. with lipschitz constant /5. 
If GoF : X ^ 2^ is defined by (GoF)(x) = U {G{y) \ y € F{x)} for all 
X G 2^,then 
GoF is a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a.(3. 
Theorem 2.2.3 
Let F : X -> 2^ be a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a and let F 
: 2^ -> 2^ be a given by ¥{A) = U {F{a) | a G A} for all .4 G 2^. Then F is 
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a Lipschitz mapping with Lipschitz constant a. 
Let {X, d) be a complete metric space and let F : X -^ 2^ be a multi-valued 
contraction mapping. By Theorem (2.2.3) F is a contraction mapping and there-
fore, since {2^, H)]s complete and has a unique fixed point A e 2^.The existense 
of a fixed point of F does not seem to imply the existence of a fixed points of F. 
However there seems of httle relation between the set S of fixed points of F and 
the fixed point of F as the following example illustrations: 
Example 2.2.4 
Let / = [0,1] denote the unit interval of real nmnbers (with the usual metric) 
and let / : / -> / b e given by 
f{x) = .DefineF : I ^ 2^ 
[ -l-x + 1,1 <x<l 
F{x) = {0} U {/(x)} for each x e I. It is easy to verify that (a) F is a multi-
valued contraction mapping, (b) the set of fixed points of F is {0,2/3}, and (c) 
the fixed point of F is 
{2 /3 ,0 , / (0) , / ( / (0) ) , / ( / ( / (0) ) ) , }. 
Theorem 2.2.5 
Let F : X —> CB{Y) be a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a and let 
G : X -> CB{Y) be a m.v.l.m.with Lipschitz constant p.UFuG.X -^ CB{Y) 
is given by (FU G){x) = F{x) U G(x) for all x G X,then FU G is m.v.l.m. with 
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Lipschitz constant max {a, P}. 
The following example shows it is not in general true that the intersection of two 
multi-valued contraction mappings is continuous (we define the intersection of 
two multi-valued mappings only when the image sets have a non-empty intersec-
tion at each point). 
Example 2.2.6 
Let /2 = {{x,y)\ 0 < x < l and 0 < y < l},let F : P ^ CB{P) 
be difiined by F{x,y) is the Une segment in P from the point {(1/2) .x,0} 
to the point{(l/2).x, 1} for each {x,y) G Pand let G : P ^ CB{P)he de-
fined by G{x,y)is the line segment in P from the point {(l/2).x,0}to the point 
{(1/3).x, 1} for each (x,y) G P.It is easy to see that Fand G are each multi-
valued contraction mappings and that F H G, which is given by 
{FnG){x,y)={ 
' {(i .x,0)},x^O 
for 
{{x,y)eP\x = 0},x = 0 
all {x,y) G P, is not continuous. Let X be a closed convex subset of a Banach 
space . If ^ G CB{X), then let co{A) denote the intersection of all closed convex 
sets containing A. We may think of co as a function from CB{X) into CB(X) 
Lemma 2.2.7 
Let X be a closed convex subset of a Banach space (with norm ||||).Then 




Let A,B e CB{X) and let e > 0. Choose p G co{A). Then there exist 
ai, 02, a„ e A and ti,t2, t„ E [0,1] such that t u ^ l and [[p- E Uai\\ < | . 
t = i 1=1 
For each i=l,2,....,n there is a point bi e B such that \\ai-bi\\ < H{A, B)+e/2.Let 
g = E "ti.bi.Then q G co(B)and | | p -g | | < Up- E U.aiW + || E U.ai - E i^-^ ill < 
t = l i = l J = l J = l 
e/2 + E ti\\ai -bi\\< H{A, B) + e. This proves that 
1 = 1 
cb{A) C Ar(H(A, B) + e, co(B)). 
Similarly it can be shown that cd{B) C N{H{A, B) + e, cb(A)).Since e was arbi-
trary, the result follows. 
Theorem 2.2.8 
Let X be a closed convex subset of a Banach space and let F : X —> CB{X) 
be a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz constant a. If co{F) : X -^ CB{X) is given by 
{coF)(x) = co{F{x)) for all x 6 X,then coF is a m.v.l.m. with Lipschitz a. 
Proof. 
The proof of this theorem is immediate from the Lemma 2.2.7. 
Remark 2.2.9 
Note that if, in theorem (2.2.8) F is compact set-valued, then so is coF. 
This is an immediate consequence of a result of Mazur's. 
Remark 2.2.10 
Requiring a multi- valued mapping to be Lipschitz is placing a very strong 
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continuity condition on the mapping.We substantiate this by a muth-valued con-
traction mapping need not have a continuos selection, as may be seen by defining 
F on the unit circle in the complex plane by F{z) is the two square roots of z. 
2.3. SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
The first theorem of this section is proved by an iteration procedure similar 
to that used in proving the contraction mapping principle of Banach. 
Theorem 2.3.1. 
Let {X,d) be a complete metric space. \{ F : X ^ CB{X) is a m.v.c.m., 
then F has a fixed point. 
Proof. 
Let a < 1 be a Lipschitz constant for F, (we may assume a > 0) and let 
Po e X. Choose pi G F(po). Since F(po),F(pi) G CB{X) and pi e F(po),there 
is a point p2 e -^(Pi) such that 
rf(pi,P2)<//(F(po),F(pi)) + a 
now from the remark which follows this proof ,since 
F{p,lF{p^)eCB{X) 
and P2 G F(p i ) , there is point pa G F(p2) such that rf(p2,P3) < H{F{pi), F(p2)) + 
a^. Now continuing in this way we get a sequence {pi}'^-^ of points X such that 
Pi+i G F{pi) and d{pi,pi+^) < H{F{pi_i),F{pi)) + a' for all i > 1. Now we note 
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that 
diPi,Pi+i) < H{F{pi^,),F{pi)) + a'< ad{pi-i,Pi) + a' 
< a[ff(F(p,_2),F(pi_i)) + a'-'] + a' 
< a^d{pi-2,Pi~i) + 2a'--- < a'd{po,Pi) + i.a' for all 
i > 1. Hence 
diPuPi+j) < d(puPi+i) + d{pi+uPi+2) + + d{pi+j-i,pi^j) 
< aH{pQ,p{) + i.a* + a'+M(po,Pi) + (* + l)-a'^' + 
+ a'+^-id(po,Pi) + {i + 3- l).a'+^~' 
= ( E a") rf(Po,Pi) + H na^ 
Ti=l n = l 
for all i , j > 1. 
It follows that the sequence {pt}^i is a Cauchy sequence.Since 
(X,d) is complete, the sequence {PiY^i converges to some point XQ e X. There-
fore ,the sequence {F(pi)}^^ converges to F{XQ) and, since Pi € i^(Pi-i) for all 
i, it follows that XQ G ^ (2:0). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.2 
Let {X, d) be a complete e-chainable metric space. 
If F : X ^- 2^ is an (e, X)-uniforTnaly locally contractive multi-valued mapping, 
then F has a fixed point. 
Proof. 
If(x,y) E X x X , then let rfo(3;,y) =inf I E d(xi_i,Xj) | XQ = x.Xi, ...,x„ = 
y is an e—chain from xtoy}. It is easy to verify that di is a metric for X satisfying 
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{l)d(x,y) < di{x,y) for all a; ,y e X and (2) d{x,y) = di{x,y) for ah x ,y e X 
such that d{x,y) < e. Prom (1) and (2) and the completeness (X, d) it follows 
that {X, di) is complete. Let He be the Hausdorff metric for 2^ obtained from 
di.Note that ii A,B e 2^ and H{A,B) < e, then He{A,B) = H{A,B).We now 
show that F : A" -^ 2^ is a m.v.c.m. with respect to d^ and H^. Let X,Y e X 
and letXo = x,Xi,...,Xn — yhe an e-chain from x to y. Since d(x,_i, Xj) < e for all 
i = l,2,...n,H{F{xi.i),F{xi)} < Xd{xi.i,Xi) < e for all i = l,2...n. Therefore, 
HeiF{x), F{y)) < f : /f.(F(x,_:), F(a:,)) 
= £ if(F(xi_i),F(xi)) < A E d(a;i-i,x,) , 
n 
i.e., He{F{x),F{y)) < XYl d(xi-i,Xi).Since XQ = x,Xi,....Xn = y was an arbi-
trary e-chain from x to y ,it follows that He{F{x),F{y)) < \d{xi-i,Xi). This 
proves F is a m.v.c.m. with respect to djand H^. Hence F has a fixed point. 
This complete the proof. 
Example 2.3.3 
Let S = (1,2,3,4,5,6} with absolute value distance. Define / : 5 —)• 5 by 
f 2,a; = l 
/(2^) = 
4,x = 2 
6, a; = 3 
l,a; = 4 
3, X = 5 
5,x = 6 
/o r 
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It is easy to verify that / satisfies all the hypotheses where e = l\ and X = l\. 
However , / has no fixed point. 
Next we prove two fixed point theorems for single-valued uniformaly lo-
cally expansive mappings.conditions are placed on the inverse of a uniformaly 
locally expansive mappings which reflect the degree of chainability of the space 
or the degree of local expajisiveness of the mapping. 
Theorem 2.3.4 
Let {X, d) be a complete e-chainable (well-chaied) metric space, let A be 
a non-empty subset of X,and let / : A -> X be an (e, A)-uniformaly locally ex-
pansive mapping of A onto X. If f~^{x) e 2^ for each x e X and f~^ : X -> 2^ 
is e-nonexpansive (uniformaly e- continuous), then / has a fixed point. 
Proof. 
We first prove the theorem for the case when X is e-chainable and /~Ms 
e-nonexpansive. We shall show that f~^{x) e 2^ is (e,/raclA)-uniformaly locally 
contractive. Let x,y e X such that 0 < d{x,y)e and choose r) > O.Let p G / " ^ 
Since f~^ is e-nonexpansive, H(f~^{x),f~^{y)) < d{x,y) < e.Hence, there exists 
a point q e f'\y) such that d{p,q) < e.Therefore d{f{p),f{q)) > Xd{p,q), i.e., 
d{p,q) < [l+T]]d{x,y). This proves that 
f-\x)cNi[{ + r)]d{x,y),f-Hx)) 
Similarly, it can be shown that f~^{y) C A/"([i -I- T]]d{x, y), f-\x)) .since TJ 
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was arbitrary, it now follows that f'^ is (e, i)-uniformaly locally contractive.Since 
X is e-chainable we may now conclude that there is a point XQ e X such that 
xo G /~^(xo). Clearly, f{xo) = xo-We now prove that theorem for the case where 
X is well-chained and f~^ is uniformaly e-continuous, there exists a. 5 > 0 such 
that d(xi,X2) < 5 implies H{f-^{x),f-^{y)) < e. Using a procedure similar 
to that employed above, it follows that /"^ is [5, i)-uniformaly locally contrac-
tive.Since X is well chained ,X is 5-chainable and we obtain afixed point for f. 
A metric space {X, d) is said to be convex ,if x,y e X,x = y, then there exists a 
point z e X,z = x and z ^ y, such that d{x,y) = d{x,z) •{• d{z,y). If (X,d) is a 
complete convex metric space and F : X ^ CB{X) is (e, A)-uniformally locally 
contactive, then F is actually a multi-valued contraction mapping. 
2.4. SEQUENCE OF MULTI-VALUED CON-
TRACTION MAPPING AND FIXED POINTS 
Suppose (X,d) is a complete metric space (Fj : X -4 CB{X)) is a multi-
valued contraction mapping with a fixed points (xj) for each i = 1,2,...., and 
Fo '• X —> CB{X) is a multi-valued contracion mapping.In this regard we shall 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4.1. 
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, let Fi : X -> 2^ be a m.v.c.m.with 
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fixed point Xi for each i = 1,2,..., and let F^  : X ^ 2^ be a m.v.c.m.If any one 
of the following holds: 
(1) each of the mappings Fi, F2,... has the same lipschitz constant a < 1 and 
the sequence {Filial converges pointwise to FQ; 
(2) the sequence {Ft}~i converges imiformaly to FQ ; 
or 
(3) the space (X,d) is locally compact and the sequence {Fi}°l^ converges 
pointwise to FQ ; 
then there is a subsequence {xy}"!^ of {xi}~i such that {xij}'^^^ converges to a 
fixed point of FQ. 
The proof of this theorem followed by some proposition. 
Proposition 2.4.2. 
If all the mappings / i , /2 , . . . have the same Lipschitz constant a < 1 and 
if the sequence{/i}^j converges pointwise to /o then the sequence {cti},^! con-
verges to CQ. 
Proposition 2.4.3 
If the sequence {/i}^j converges uniformaly to /o, then the sequence 
{o^i}^! converges to ao. 
Proposition 2.4.4 
If the space (X,d)is locally compact and the sequence {fi}°li converges 
pointwise to /o, then the sequence {oil^^converges to ao-
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Lemma 2.4.5 
Let (X,d) be a metric space, let Fi : X ^ CB{X) be a m.v.c.m.If the 
sequence {/t}~i converges pointwise to FQ and if {^ij .^j is a convergent subse-
quence of {xi}~i, then if {a:i,}°^ converges to a fixed point of FQ. 
Proof. 
Let xo = hm xy and let e > 0. Choose an integer M such that H{Fi. (XQ), -FO(XO)) < 
j->-oo 
e/2 and d{xi.,xo) < e/2 for all j > M. 
Then, if j > M, 
H{Fi.{xi., Foixo)) < H{Fi.{xij,Fi.{xo)) + H{Fi.ixo), Fo(xo)) 
< d(xi.,xo) + H{Fi.{xQ), Fo(xo)) < e 
. This proves that lim Fi.{xi.) = Fo(xo)- Therefore, since Xi. e Fi.{xi.) for each 
j = 1,2,..., it follows that XQ G FO{XO). This proves the lemma. 
Proof Of Theorem 2.4.1 
For each z = 0,1,2,...., let Fj : 2^ -)• 2^ be defined in terms of Fj.Then, Fi 
is a contraction mapping and therefore has a unique fixed point Ai G 2^ for each 
i = 0,1,2,.... If the sequence {Fi}°^^ converges pointwise to FQ , then {Fi}°^-^ con-
verges uniformaly on compact subsets oi X to FQ, and hence, the sequence {Fi}°l^ 
converges pointwise on 2^ to FQ. A direct argument shows that if the sequence 
{•Pi}^i converges uniformaly to FQ as assumed in proposition 2, then the sequence 
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{Fi}~i converges uniformaly on 2^ to FQ. in any case we may use proposition 1 
in connection with 1, proposition 2 in connection with 2, and proposition 2, and 
proposition 3 in connection with 3 to conclude that the sequence {Ai}°l^ con-
verges to AQ. Hence, K = U {A, | z = 0,1,2...} is a compact subset of X. Note 
that, by the iteration procedure of Banach , the sequence {Fl\xi)}°li converges 
to Ai (where {Fr'(xi)}Z^) = F{F{...{F{xi))...)), n times); and therefore, since 
Xi £ Fp{xi) for all n = 1,2,...., it follows that Xi e Ai for each i = 1,2, Thus 
we have that {xi}^j is a sequence in the compact set /T.Hence, {xi}°li has a 
convergent subsequence {a;ij}._ which, by Lemma (2.4.5), converges to a fixed 
point of FQ. this complete the proof of theorem (2.4.1). 
2.5. SOME REMARKS AND RESULTS 
Remark 2.5.1. 
If FQ has only fixed point XQ, then the sequence {a^ij^i itself converges 
to XQ- Suppose {xj}^! does not converge to XQ- Then there is a subsequence 
{ t^fe}fcli of {^i}^! s ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ subsequence of {xikj^^i converges to XQ. In the 
context of two sequences {i^i^}^! and {x i^}^^ then we get a subsequence of 
{ i^*}fcli which converges to a fixed point of FQ. This forms a contradiction (this 
remark shows that theorem 9 is the extention of proposition (2.4.2), (2.4.3) and 
(2.4.4) stated above) 
Remark 2.5.2. 
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To see that local compactness is necessary hypothesis in proposition (2.4.4) 
and therefore, in part (3)of treorem (2.4.1) 
Remark 2.5.3. 
Let {X, d) be a compact metric space, in this setting theorem(2.4.1)is a di-
rect consequence of Lemma (2.4.5). Let Mf{X) ^{G : X ^ 2^\GiscontinuosandGhasfixec 
and, if Gi and G2 are in M/(x) , let piOuG^) = sup{H{Gx{z), G2{x)) \xeX}. 
Define 0 : Mf{X) -^ 2^ by <f>{G) = {x £ X \ x G G{x)} for each G G Mf{X). 
It follows that (f> is continuous on a dense subspace of Mf{X). However 0 may 
be discontinuos even at some constant funtions. 
Remark 2.5.4. 
When S and T are single-valued mappings then we simply say that {S, T) 
is a generalized contraction pair of K into X. 
Theorem 2.5.5. 
Let {X, d) be a complete and metrically convex metric space, K a non-
empty closed subset of X. Let (5, T) be a generahzed contraction pair of K into 
CB{X). if for any X e a/r, 
S{x) C K, T{x) CK QXid{a + l3 + 7)(1 +p + 7)(1 - ^ - 7)^ < 1, then there 
exists z e K such that z G S{z) and z 6 T{z). 
Proof. 
Put e = (Q -f- /5 -1- 7)(1 -1-/3-1- 7)(1 _ /3 - 7)2 < 1. Then 0 < 6) < 1.. 
Without loss of generahty we may take ^ > 0 since for ^ = 0, the conclusion 
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of Theorein(2.4.1)trivially hods.We shall construct sequence {x„} and {y„} in K 
and X, respectively , as follows: 
Let xo G dK and Xi = yi G 5(xo). Then by Lemma(2.2.1) we can choose a 
y2 G T{x\) such that 
if ya G i^', put X2 = y2- If y2 ^ i<',use Lemma (2.4.5) to choose an element 
X2 e dK such that d(xi,X2) + d(x2,y2) = rf(xi,y2).Continuing in this manner , 
we obtain sequence {xn} and {yn} satisfying: 
(i) Vn G 'S'(xn_i) for an odd n, and 
yn € T(xn-i) for an even n. 
(ii) d{yn,yn+i) < //(5(xn-i),T(x„)) + (1 - /? - 7/I + /? + 7)^"; if n is odd and 
(iii) %n,yn+x) < H{T{xn-,lS{xn)) + {l-p-^/l + P + 7)^"; if even. 
(iv) d(xn,Xn+i) + d(xn+i,yn+i) = rf(x„,yn-i), if yn-1 ^ K for all n and x„+i e 
dK. 
We wish to estimate the distance d{xn, Xn+i) for ^ > 2.Let us write 
P = {xie {xn} : Xi = yi} and Q = {xi 6 {xn} : Xi ^ yi}.Note that if Xn G <5 
then Xn-i and x„+i will be in P by boundary condition. 
Case I. 
Let x„,x„+i G P. Then for an odd n we have, 
diXn,Xn+l) ^d{yn,yn+l) 
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< ad{{Xn-uXn) + 0 {D{Xn-uS{Xn-l)) + D{Xn,TXn)} 
+ 7 {D{Xn-l,T{Xn)) + D{Xn, S ( x „ _ i ) ) } + ( f e f e ^ r 
< ad{{Xn-l,Xn) + P{d{Xn-u{Xn)) + rf(Xn,X„+i)} 
+ 7{d(x„_x,x„+x) + d(a:„,x„)} + ( f ^ ) ^ " . 
So 
d(x„,a;„+i) < (f:;!:^) d{xn-i,Xn) + (j^)-
A similar inequality can be obtained when n is even. 
Case II. 
Xn E P and Xn+\ € Q. Then by (iv) we see that 
d{Xn,Xn+l) < d{Xn,yn+l) = d{yn,yn+l)-
By method similar to case I, we have for even and odd n. 
d{Xn,Xn+l) < ( l ^ ) d(Xn-l,Xn) + ( l ^ ) -
Case III. 
Xn e Q and Xn+i G P. Then Xn = t/n-i holds. So we get 
d{Xn, Xn+l) < d{Xn, Vn) + d{yn, Xn+l)-
= d{xn,yn) + d{yn,yn+i)-
Then for an odd n, we have 
% n , 2 / n + l ) < H(SXn-uTXn) + ( f ^ ) ^ " 
< ad{{Xn-uXn) + 
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0{D{Xn-l,SXr,-l) + D{Xn,TXn)} 
+7{D(x„_i,rxn) + D(x„,S'x„_i)} + ( f ^ F 
< ad{xn-i,Xn) + P{d{xn-i,y7i) + d(x„,y„+i)} 
+ j{d{Xn-uyn+l) + d{Xn,yn)} + ( i r f r ? ) ^ " 
= ad{Xn~l,Xn) + P {d{Xn-l,yn) + d{x„,Xn+l)} 
+ 'y{d{Xn-i,Xn+l) + d(Xn,yn)} + ( J ^ f ^ ) ^ " 
< ad{Xn-i,Xn) + 0 {d{Xn-l,yn) + d{x„,Xn+l)} 
+ 7 {d{Xn-U Xn) + d{Xn, Xn+l) + d{Xn, yn)} + ( l ^ f ^ ) ^ " -
As 0 < 0 < 1, and d{xn-i,Xn) + rf(x„,yn) = <i(a;„-i,t/n), we obtain 
d{Xn,Xn+l) < {I + 'y)d{Xn,yn) + {'Ot + l)d{Xn-l,Xn) + Pd{Xn-l,yn) 
< {1 + j)d{Xn-l,yn) + l3d{Xn-l,yn) 
Therefore, 
A similar inequality is obtained for an even n. Since x„ = j/n-i and ?/„ 7^  3;„, 
as in the Case II we have for an odd n, 
d{Xn-l,yn) < {f^Mx„-2,X„_i) + ijI^.W'^-'• 
Similarly, we can obtain an inequality for even n.Combining yhe above two in-
equalities we have 
dixn,xn^^) < (f±|±2)(i±|±2)d(:,„_2,a:„_i) 
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^ U-/3-7 ' ' ^ W+/3+7''-
Then, as noted in Itoh [19], it can be shown that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence, 
hence convergent. Call the Umit z.By the way of choosing {x„}, there is exists 
an infinite subsequence {Xm} of {xn} such that x„. e P. Then for an even Ui, we 
have 
D{xn„Sz)<H{Txn,-uSz) 
< ad{{Xn-l,Xn) +P{D{Xn-l,S{Xn-l)) + D{Xn,TXn)} 
<a{d{Xr^-l,Xni) + d{Xn„z)}+P{d{Xn,-l,Xn,)} 
+ d{Xni-uXn^) + d{z, XnJ + D{Xr^,Sz) 
< 7 {d{x ) + D{Xn,,Sz) + d{z,Xn,)}. 
So 
D{xn,,Sz) < ( f ^ ) ( d ( x „ „ a ; ^ ) + d(x„„2)) 
. Using this and the inequahty 
D{z,Sz) < d{z, Xrii) + D{Xrn,Sz) 
,We see that D{z, Sz) = 0. As Sz is closed , z ^ Sz. similarly , we can show that 
z G Tz. Thus z is a common fixed point of S T. This finishes the proof. 
We can also prove the following results: 
Theorem 2.5.6. 
Let {X,d) be a complete and metrically convex metric space, K a non-
empty closed subset of X. Let (S, T) be a generalized contraction pair of K into 
C{X). If for any x e dK, S{x) C K and T{x) C /f and (a + ;5 + 7)(1 +p + 
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7) / ( l - /? - 7)^ < 1, then S and T have a common fixed point in K. 
Proof. 
As in the proof of Theorem (2.4.1), we shall construct two sequence {x„} 
and {y„} which satisfy (i), (iii) and (iv). The condition (ii) is replaced by the 
following: 
(ii)' d{yn,Vn+i) < H{Sxn-i,Txn), If n is odd and 
d(t/„,y„+i) < H{Txn-i,Sxn), Ii n is even. 
These relation are posssibe due to Lemma (2.2.2). The rest of the proof 
is identical with Theorem (2.3.1) . 
As every Banach space is metrically convex, we have the following corollaries for 
single-valued mappings: 
Corollary 2.5.7. 
Let X be a Banach space and K he a. non-empty closed of X. Let {S,T) 
be a generalized contraction pair of K into X. If S{dK) C K and S{dK) C K 
and {a + P + 'y){l + P + ^ )/{l-P-^Y < 1, then S and T have a unique common 
fixed point in K. 
Remark 2.5.8. 
The technique of the proof of Theorem (2.3.1) and Theorem (2.3.2) can 
be used to extend a result of Rhoades [32] for a pair of single-valued mappings. 
Next theorem extends Theorem (2.3.2) Itoh [19] for a pair of multi-valued 
mappings , and hence generahzes a fixed point theorem of Assad [1]. 
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Theorem 2.5.9 
Let {X, d) be a complete and metrically convex metric space and K he a, 
non-empty compact subset of A". Let {S, T) be a generalized contractive pair of K 
into CB{X), and 5 , T are continuous on K. If for any xedK cK, S{x) c K, 
T{x) C K',S{x)r>T{x) ^ (^  for all X G K and S{dK) C K eoid S{dK) C K and 
(a + /3 + 7)(1 +P + 7) / ( l -P-^Y < 1, then there exists a common fixed point 
of S and T in K. 
Proof 
Consider f : K -^ IV' (the non-negative reals) defined by f{x) — d{x, Tx), x e 
K then using the Lemma (2.2.3)and Lenmia(2.2.4) and the continuity of T we 
have for x,y E K 
I m - m I < I d{x, Tx) - d{y, Tx)\ + \ d{y, Tx) - d{y, Ty) \ 
<dix,y) + H{Tx,Ty). 
Thus / is continuous on the compact set K. Let z e K such that f{z) = 
i'^'f {f{x) : X E i('}.Suppose that f{z) > 0. Then for each n = 1,2,3,..., we can 
choose Xn e T{z) such that 
d{Xn,z)<f{z)-l 
As K is compact, liXnE K for very large n, then there is a subsequence {x^ } of 
{xn} which converges to an element XQ G K. we may assume that XQ 7^  z.Then 
f{xo) = d{xo, Txo) 
<H{Tx,Txo) 
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<H{Tz,Sz) + H(Sz,Txo) 
< adiz, xo) + P {D{z, Sz) + D{xo, TXQ)} 
+ ^{Diz,Txo) + D{xo,Sz)} 
< a {d(^, Tz) + H{Tz, Txo)}+P {d{z, Tz) + H{Tz, Sz) + / (XQ)} 
+ 7 {d{z, Tz) + H{Tz, Txo) + /(XQ) + H{Txo, Tz) + H{Tz, Sz)} 
Then we get 
Since (a + /3 + 7) / ( l - a - j9 - 87) < 1, we have /(XQ) < f{z) which 
contradicts the minimaUty of z. Therefore f{z) = 0. 
If some subsequence {x^n} of {xn} such that Xr^ ^ K, then z ^ dK. For the 
sake of convenience, we may assume that Xn E K, n — 1,2,3,.... Then by ap-
plying Lemma (2.2.7). We see that for each n there is a 2/„ G dK such that 
d{xn,yn) + d{yn,z) = d(xn,z). As K is compact and S{yn) C K) there exists 
Wn e S{yn) such that < d{Xn,Wn) < H{Tz,Syn) + e by Lemma (2.2.2). We 
further assume that {y„} converges to some yo ^ dK. Let 
8e = ad{yo, z)+P {d{z, Tz) + d{yo, Syo)}+l {d{z, Syo) + d{yo, Tz)}~H{Tz, Syo). 
Then e > 0 as yo ^ z. For this choice of e, we can find a positive integer N such 
that for all n> N, 
(a) rf(t/o, z) - d{yn, z) > 2e, 
(b) f{yo) - e < f{yn) 
(c) d{xn, z) < f{z) + 2e 
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(d) H{Tz, Syn) < H{Tz, Syo)e, Then for any n>N,we get 
f{yo) - e < fiVn) = D{yn,Tyn) 
< d{yn, Xn) + d{Xn, ^ n ) + d{Wn, Tyn) 
< rf(yn, Xn) + H{Tz, Syn) + c + H{Syn, Tyn). 
Here last term vanishes and Xn G Tz. Then we have 
f{yo) - e < d{yn, Xn) + H{Tz, Syo) + 2e 
< d{xn, y„) + ad{z, yo) + 0 {D{z, Tz) + L>(t/o, Syo)} 
+ 7 {D{z, Syo) + D{yo, Tz)} - 6e 
< d{xn, Vn) + ad{yo, z) + (3 {D{z, Tz) + D{yo, z) + H{Tz, Syo)} 
+ 7 {D{z,Tz) + HiTz, Syo) + Diyo, z) + D{z, Tz)} - 6e. 
Then this yields 
/(yo) - € < d(x„,y„) + ( f ^ ) d ( y o , z ) + {^)f{z) - 6^ 
< d{xn, yn) + d{yo, z) + {^)f{z) - 6e 
< d(x„, yn) + diyn, z) + ( ^ ) / ( ^ ) - 4e 
= d{xn,z) + {^^)f{z)-4e 
< fiz) + {^)f{z) - 2e 
< /(yo) + {^,)f{z) - 26 
. Now choose u e S{yo) n r (yo) such that d{yo,Tyo) = d(yQ,u).As f{z) > 0, we 
see that u ^ j/o-Then 
f{u) = D{u,Tu) < H{Syo,Tu) 
< adiyo, u) + P {D{yo, Syo) + D{u, Tu)} 
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+ j{D{yo,Tu) + D{u,Syo)} 
<a{D{yo,Tyo) + D{TyQ,u)}+0 {D{yo,Tyo) + H{TyQ,Syo) + D{u,Tu)} 
+ 7 {D{yo,Tyo) + H{Tyo, Syo) + HiSyo, Tu) + D{u, Syo)}. 
Then using the facts D{u,Tyo) = and D{u,Syo) = 0, we have 
< f{u){^^)f{yo). 
Now using previous relation between /(t/o) and f{z) we have 
< Hz) - (Sl^)e. 
This contradicts the minimaUty of z. ence f{z) = 0 and as Tz is a 
closed subset of X, we find that z G Tz. further, D{z,Sz) < D{z,Tz) + 
H{Tz, Sz),imphes that z € Sz. Therefore z is a common fixed point of 5 and T. 
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.5.10. 
let K he a. non-empty compact subset of a Banach space X and (5, T) be 
the generahzed contractive pair of K into X and S, T are continuous on K.If 
S{dK) c K, T{dK) C K, and (a + /3 + 7)(1 + /? + 7)/(l - /3 - 7)^ << 1, then 
there exists a unique common fixed point of S and T m K. 
Theorem 2.5.11. 
Let {X,d) be a metric space and K a non-empty complete subset of X. 
Suppose that S,T :-> CB{X) are multi-valued mappings such that for all x,y in 
K: 
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5{Sx, Ty) < ad{x, y) + P {5{x, Sx) + 5{y, Ty)} 
+ 'y{S{x,Ty) + 6iy,Sx)}, 
where a,/9,7 > 0 and a + 2p + 2'y <l. 
Then S and T have a unique common fixed point in K. 
Proof. 
Put 6 = (a + y5 + 7)^/^. Then 9 is positive. We shall now define single-
valued mappings Si and Ti of K into itself such that ^i G S{x),Ti G T(x) for 
allx, y E K, and 
dix,Si{x))>eS{x,S{x)), 
dix,Ti{x))>e5{x,T{x)), 
For all a; G K. 
Lemma(4.2.3) justifies our choice of Si{x) and Ti{x). then one gets 
d{Si{x),Try)<e6{S{x),T{y)) 
< adix, y) + p {5{x, S{x)) + 6{y, T{y))} 
+ 'y{S{x,Tiy)) + 6iy,S{x))} 
< adix,y)+P{d-'dix,5i(x)) + 9-'d{y,T,{y))} 
+ 7 {e-'d{x,Ti{y)) + 9-'d{y, 5i(x))}. 
As e-''(a + 2/3 + 27+) +a < e-\2p + 27 + Q) = (Q + 2/3 + 27+) < 1 and i^ 
is complete, it follows from Theorem (2.3.1) of Wong [36] that Si and Ti have a 
unique common fixed point, say in K. Consider 
{} = d{z,Si{z))>e5{z,S{z)). 
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This shows that 6{z, S{z)) = 0 giving thereby that z e T(2).This ends the proof. 
Theorem 2.5.12. 
Let (X,d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K a non-
empty closed subset of X. If (F, G) is a generalized T-contraction pair K into 
CB{X) satisfying ^"-^f.^jiy^^ < 1 
and 
(I) 5K c TK, FKIJGK^ TK 
(II) TxedK-^FxU K, 
(III) (F, T) and (G, T) are weakly commuting pairs, 
(IV) T is a continuous on K, 
then there exists a point z £ K such that 
z{=Tz)^FzC\Gz. 
Proof. 
If ^ = (a + /? + 7)(1 + /3 + 7) / ( l - /3 - 7)2 = 0, then the theorem holds 
trivially. Thus without loss of generaUty we may take ^ > 0. Now we proceed to 
construct the sequences {x„} and {y„} in the following way: 
Let X G dK, then there exists a point XQ ^ K such that x = TXQ as dK C 
TA",.Prom TXQ E dK and the impUcation Tx E dK -^ Fx C K,we conclude that 
Fxoe KnFK C TK. Let xi e K he such that yi = Txi € FXQ C K. Since 
2/1 e Fo there exists a point y^^Gxi such that 
%i,?/2)</f(Fxo,Ga:i) + ( i ^ ) ^ . 
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Suppose 2/2 G K, then y2 ^ K r\ GK C TK, which implies that a there 
exists a point x^ £. K such that y2 = T22- Suppose y2 ^ A;,then there exists a 
point q e dK such that d{Txi,q) + d{q,y2) = d{Txi,y2) 
Since q G S/C C TK there exists a point X2 € K such that 9 = Tx2 and so 
(i(Txi,rx2) + d{Tx2,y2) = d{Txuy2). 
Let ya 6 Fa;2 such that 
d{y2,yz)<HiGxuFx2) + CT^)0'. 
Thus repeating the foregoing arguments we obtain two sequences {x„} and 
{yn} such that 
(I) ' y2n+l e FX2n, ?/2n £ Ga;2„-l 
, (II)' ynek^yn = Txn or 
(III)' y„ e ii- _5. Txn G 5ii: and 
d{TXn-i,TXn) + d{TXn,yn) = d{TXn-l,yn) 
( IV) ' d(y2n,y2n+l) < ^ ( G X 2 n - l , FX2n) + ( f ^ ) ^ ' " , 
% 2 n - l , y 2 n ) < H{FX2n-2,Gx2n-x) + ( l f | g ) ^ ' " - ^ 
Let us agree to denote 
P = {Txi E {Txn} : Txi = yi} and 
Q = {Txi e {Txr,} : Txi ^ y j . " 
Obviously two consecutive terms of {Txn} can not lie in Q. 
Case I. 
l(Tx2n,Tx2n+i E P. Then 
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d{TX2n,TX2n+l) = d{y2n,y2n+l) 
<H{Gx2n-l,FX2n) + Cj^)e^'' 
ad{TX2n-uTx2n) + P[D{TX2n-l, GX2n-l) + D{TX2n, Fx2n)] 
+ j[D{Tx2n-U FX2n) + D{TX2n, GX2n-l)] + ( l ^ ) ^ ' " 
. Which gives 
d{TX2n,TX2n+l) < {\^)d{TX2n^l,TX2n) + ( l | ^ ) 
Case II. 
If rx2„ G P,Tx2n+i e Q, then by (III)' we obtain 
d{Tx2n,Tx2n+i) < d{x2n,y2n+i) = d{y2n,y2n+i) and like in case I, we 
have 
d{TX2n,TX2n+l) < CT^)d{TX2n^l,Tx2n) + { ^ ) . 
Case III. 
If Tx2„ 6 Q,Tx2n+i G -P, then Tx2n-i = y2n-\- Hence 
d{TX2n,TX2n+l) < d{TX2n,y2n) + d{TX2n,y2n+l) 
< d{TX2n, y2n) + H{Gx2n^U FX2n) + ( l ^ ) ^ ' " 
< diTx2n,y2n) + ad{TX2n-l,TX2n) + P[D{Tx2n-l,Gx2n-l) + 
D{Tx2n,Fx2n)] 
+ -f[D{Tx2n-U Fx2n) + D{Tx2n, GX2n-l)] + ( f ^ ) ^ ' " 
= (1+ 7)rf(Tx2„, y2n) + (a + i)d{Tx2n-uTx2n) 
+ PdiTx2n+l,y2n) + {P + l)d{Tx2n. ?/2n+l) + ( l ^ ) ^ ' " -
Since d{Tx2n-uTx2n) + d{Tx2n,y2n) = d{Tx2n-uy2n) and 0 < ^ < 1, we 
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have 
d{TX2n,TX2n+l) < (1 + l)d{Tx2n-l,y2n) + Pd{TX2n-l,y2n) 
+ {a+ 7)d(rx2n,Tx2„+i) + ( i ^ ) ^ ' " , 
Which reduces to 
d{TX2n,TX2n+l) < {T=$Z^)d{TX2n-l,y2n) + ( l ^ ) -
Since Txjn-i = y2n-i, as in case II, we obtain 
d(TX2n-l,y2n) < ( i±f±2)rf(rX2n-2, T x ^ n - i ) + ( j g ^ ) . 
combining the foregoing two inequalities, we get 
diTx2n.Tx2n-i) < i ^±^ t f^ r f (Tr r2„ -2 ,Tx2„_ i ) 
"•" \ 1-13-1J U+/J+7 ' ' 
Similar arguments can also be produced for d{Tx2n-i-i,Tx2n+2)-
Now proceeding on the Unes of Itoh [19], it can be shown that {Txn} is a cauchy 
sequence which converges to some z in X. Thus the subsequences {Tx2n} and 
{rx2n+i} also onverge to the point z. Now there exists at least one subsequence 
{Tx2nk} or {Tx2nk+i} which is contained in P or Q respectively. 
Firstly, if {Tx2n^} is contained in P, then Tx2n^ G GTx2nfc-i Since T is continuous 
the sequence {T{Tx2nk)} converges to Tz. Thus, using the weak commutativity 
of {G, T}, we have 
{Tx2n^) e GX2n^-\ H /C a n d TX2n^-i G K. So 
D{TTx2n„GTx2n,-l) < D{GX2n,-l),TX2n,-l < D{Tx2n„TX2n,-l). 




D{TTX2n,,Fz) < D{TTx2n„GTX2n,-x) + H{GTX2n,-uFz) 
< D{TTX2n„GTX2n,~l)+ad{TTX2n,^uTz) 
+ l3[D{TTx2n,-uGTx2n,-i) + D{Tz, Fz)] 
+ j[D{TTX2n,-uFz) + D{TZ, GTx2n,-l)] 
Which on making / -> oo, reduces to 
D{Tz, Fz) < (/? + i)D[Tz, Fz), 
thereby giving Tz G Fz, as Fz is closed, 
Now d{Tx2n^,Tz) < H{Gx2n,-uFz) 
+adiTX2n,-U Tz)+P[d{Tx2n,-U TX2n,)+D{TX2n„FX2n,-2)+D{Tz, Fz)] 
+ ^[D(Tx2n,-uTz) + DiTz, Fz) + D{Tz, GTx2n,-i)]-
Letting A; -> oo, we get d{z, Tz) < (a + 2^)d{z, Tz) which Tz = z. 
Again 
d{TX2n,-uZ) < H{GX2n,-2,Gz) 
+ ad{Tx2n,-2,Tz) + l3[d{Tx2n,-2,TX2n,-l) + D ( T X 2 n , - l , FX2n,-2) + 
D{Tz,Fz)] 
+ 7 p ( T X 2 „ , - 2 , Gz)+diz,TX2n,-l) + D{TX2n,-l, FTx2n,-2)\-
Which on letting n -> oo reduces to D{z, Gz) < {P + j)D(z,Tz), giving 
thereby z E Gz, as Gz is closed. 
Thus we have shown that z = Tz € Fz D Gz. 
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Secondly if {Tx2n„+i} is contained in P, then using the weak commutativity of 
(F,T) and continuity of T, we can similarly show that z = Tz E FzHGz. 
This complete the proof. 
Theorem 2.8.13. 
Let {X,d) be a copmlete metrically convex metric space and K a non-
empty compact subset of X. Let (F, G) be a generalized T-contractive pair of K 
be into CB{X). If (a + /? + 7)(1 + /? + 7) / ( l -P--/f <1, FxflGx ^ 6 for all 
X in A", F and G are continuous on K then there exists a point z E K such that 
z = TzeFxn Gx. 
Proof. 
As we construct the sequence {xn} and {Vn}- Let {a;„^} be subsequence 
{Txn^} = P i.e. y^^ = Txn^. For the sake of convenience we denote Xn,, by 
Xn. Let f : K ^ R^ (non-negative reals) defined by f{x) = d{Tx,Fx). Then 
using Lemma (2.2.1),Lemma (2.2.7) and the continuity of T and F we have (for 
x,yGK) 
I fix) - f{y) \<\ d{Tx,Fx) - d{Ty,Fx) \ + \ d{Ty,Fx) - d{Ty,Fy) \ 
<d(Tx,Ty) + H{Fx,Fy) 
Thus / is continuous on the compact subset of K. Let z E K he such 
that f{z) = inf {f{z) : z e K} We can show that f{z) = 0. Thus 0 = f{z) = 
d{Tz, Fz) giving thereby Tz e Fz. 
Again if we take the subsequence {x„J of {x„} such t h a t { r x n j = Q i.e.Txn, i 
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K, then z ^ K. For the sake of convenience one may note that Txn ^ K.Then by 
Lenuna (2.2.1), we note that for each n = 1,2,3, there exists g„ e dK such 
that d{Txn,qn) + d{qn,z) — d{Txn,z).As K is compact F(g„) C K and there 
exists (by Lemma 2.4.7) iy„ € F{q) such that d{Txn, w„) < ^ ) ( r z , Fyn) + e. We 
also assume that {qn} converges to some point pin dK. Then again we can show 
that 
Now choose ue K such that Tu G F{qo) n G{qQ) satisfying d{Tqo, Fqo) = 
d{Tqo,Tu). As f{z) > 0 we note that Tu ^ Tqo. Then we obtain f{u) < f{z), 
contradicting the minimality of z. Hence f{z) = 0, and Fz is closed subset of X, 
we find that Tz G fz. 
Further d{Tz, Gz) < D{Tz, Fz) + H{Fz, Gz), which implies that TzeGz. 
Now 
d{Tx2n,Tz) = H{GX2n-uFz) 
< ad{Tx2n-U Tz) +(5[D{TX2n-l, Gx2n-l) + D{TZ, Fz)\ 
+ ^[D{Tx2n-u Fz) + D{Tz, Gx^n-i)] 
< ad{Tx2n-l,Tz) + pd{TX2n-uTx2n) 
+ y[d{Tx2n-uTz) + d{Tz, GX2n)]. 
on letting n -> oo, we get d{z,Tz) < (a + 2-i)d{z,Tz), implying thereby 
z = Tz. 
Thus we have shown that z = Tze FzHGz 
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CHAPTER III 
COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR 
TWO PAIRS OF NON-SELF MAPPINGS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The existing litrature in fixed point theory contains numerous fixed point theo-
rems for self mappings in metric and Banach spaces. But fixed point theorems 
for non-self mappings are not that often discussed. Practically speaking there do 
exist many situation when mappings under examination is not a self-map. There-
fore fixed point theorems for non-self mapping are also worth investigating. The 
study of fixed point theorems for non-self mappings in matrically conves metric 
spaces was initiated by Assad and Kirk [2]. Indeed while doing so, Assad and 
Kirk [2 ] noticed that with the realization of some kind of metric convexity in 
metric spaces, domain and range of mappings under investigation can be of more 
Vciried type. In recent years, this technique has been utilized by many anthers 
such as Assad and Kuk [2 ], Assad [1], Chatterjia [6], Hadzic [14], hadzic and 
Gajic [15], Imdad and Kumar [18] and others. 
Recently, Assad [1] proved some fixed point theorems for non-self map-
pings defined on a nonempty closed subset of complete metrically convex metric 
spaces satisfying Kannan type mappings (cf. [23]) which has been recently gen-
eralized by Khan et al. [24 ] by proving the following: 
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Theorem 3.1.1. 
Let {X,d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K he a. 
nonempty closed ubset of X. Let T : K -> X he a. mapping satisfying: 
d{Tx, Ty) < c max {d(rr, Tx), d(y, Ty)} + d {d{x, Ty) + d{y, Tx)} for every 
x,y E K, where c and d are non-negative reals such that 
max{f^,j:^} = h>0 
max{'-±^h,j^h} = h' 
•max{h,h'} = h" < I. 
Father, if for every x G 5K, Tx G K, then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
Imdad et al. [18] Extended Theorem (1.1.1.) due to Khan et al. [24] for 
two pairs of non-self mappings which in turn generalizes such results due to Assad 
[1 ], Chatterjea [6] and others. Some related results and illxistrative examples are 
also discussed. 
3.2. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS 
Definition 3.2.1. [14] 
Let AT be a nonempty subset of a metric space {X,d), and F,T : K ^ X. 
The pair (F, T) is said to be weakly commuting if for every x,y e K with x = Ty 
and TyeK such that 
d{Tx,FTy) < d{Ty,Fy) Notice that for K = X, this definition to that of 
Sessa [31] 
Definition 3.2.2. [15] 
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Let K he & nonempty subset of a metric space {X,d), and F,T : K -^ X. 
The pair(F,r) is said to be compatible if for every sequence {xn} C K and from 
the relation 
]ha dlFXn.Txn) = 0 
and Txn G K (for every n e N),it follows that 
hm d{Tyn,FTxn) = 0 
n—>oo 
for every sequence yn^ K such that j/n = Fxn, ne N. 
Notice that iov K = X, this definition reduces to that Jungck [20]. 
Definition 3.2.3. [18] 
Let K" be a nonempty subset of a metric space {X,d), and F,T : K -^ X. 
The pair(F, T) is said to be point-wise R-weakly commuting on K if for given 
y E K, there exists a real number R> 0 such that 
d{TFy,FTy)<Riy)d{Ty,Fy) 
Provided Ty, Fy E K 
The pair(F,!r) will be called i?-weakly commuting on K if (3.2.3.1)holds for all 
y E K with some R> 0. 
Notice that for i? = 1 in definition (3.2.3.), we get the definition of weak com-
mutativity on K due to Hadzic [14] where as for i? = 1 and K = X the weak 
commutativity due to Sessa [31]. Also by setting K = X -we get the commu-
tativity due to Pant [28]. Here, it is worth nothing that compatible maps are 
necessary pointwise i?-weakly commuting becouse comptable maps commute at 
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coincidence points. however,pointwise /2-weakly commuting maps need not be 
compitable The following simple example illustrates the situation better. 
ExEimple 3.2.4. 
Let X = Rhe the set of reals equiped with metric and K = [1,0]. Define 
^ = { | . if 0 <x <1, and 
I + f, i / 0 < X < 1, { 3 ^ x: 
Bx = 
5 ifx=l K 4 ' 
First note that if x € [0, :;^],then Ax, Bx G [0,1] = K. One can show that (A, B) 
is not i?-weakly commuting on [0, -^ for one can not find R > Osatisfying the 
definition of i2-weak commutativity. But, for some x G [0, ; ^ ] . One can always 
find some R> 0 satisfying the definition of pointwise i?-weak commutativity. For 
instance, if we take x = ^ , then 
1 AB{x =2^)- BA{x = 272) 1^ ^ I M^ = 272) - ^(^272) I ^olcls for all 
R > | ,but the pair {A, B) is not compatible. To substantiate this, let us consider 
a sequence {a;„} = | ^ | c [0, -^ such that 
Um Axn = Hm Bxn = 7 with 
which violates the definition. Thus, this example reveals the fact that 
pointwise i?-weak commutativity cannot always ensure compatibility as well as 
i?-weak commutativity 
Definition 3.2.5. [18] 
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A pair of non-self mapping {F, T) defined on a non-empty subset /C of a 
metric Space {X, d) is said to be coincidentUy commuting if Ta:, Fx e K with 
Tx = Fx impUes that FTx = TFx. 
Notice that for A" = X, this definition reduces to a definition for self-
mappings which can be deduced from definition due to Jungck and Rhoades [32] 
a hybrid pair. 
Definition 3.2.6. 
Let X be a normal Unear space and K a non-empty subset of X and 
F,T : K -^ X satisfy the condition: 
d{Fx, Fy) < a max {^rf(Tx, Ty), d{Tx, Fx), d{Ty, Fy)}+b {d{Tx, Fy) + d{Ty, Fx)} 
for aU x,y G K,with. x ^ y, a,b < 0,a + 2b < l.Then F is called generalized 
T contractive on K. If there exists a -I- 26 < 1 then we call F a generahzed 
T-non-expansive of K into X. 
Notice that by setting T = /fe in one deduces a slightly generahzed form of the 
condition. 
3.3. SOME MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we will present the generalize of Theorem (2.1.1.),which is 
proved by Imdad and Ladley Khan [18] Prove the foUowig. 
Theorem 3.3.1. 
Let {X, d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K a non-
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empty closed subset of X with F,T : K ^ X. Suppose that F be a generahzed 
T-contractive mapping of K into X which satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) 6K CTK, FKnKC TK, 
(ii) Tx^SK^Fxe K, 
(iii) F and T are weakly commuting, 
(iv) T is continuous on K. 
Then z is a imique common fixed point of F and T. 
Proof. 
Firstly, we proceed to construct two sequences {x„} and {y„} in the fol-
lowing way. 
Let X G 5K. Then (due to SK =i- Fx e K), one concludes that FXQ e FKnK C 
SK.Let xi ^ K he such that yi = Sxi = FXQ G K. since yi = Fa;o there exists 
a point y2 = Gx\ such that 
d{y\,y2) ^ d{FxQ,Gxi). 
suppose y2 ^ K. Then 7/2 ^ G/C n /f C TK which implies that there exists a 
point X2 ^  K such that 7/2 = Ta;2- otherwise, if ^2 ^ jf^ i then there exists a point 
p E SK such that 
d{Sxi,p) + d{p,y2) = d{Sxi,y2). 
Since p G 5K C T/f there exists a point X2 in K with p = Tx2 so that 
d{Sxi,Tx2) + d{Tx2,y2) = d{Sxi,y2). 
Let ?/3 = Fx2 he such that ^(^2,2/3) = d{Gxi,Fx2). thus, repeating the foregoing 
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arguments, one obtains two sequences {xn} and {yn} such that 
(v) y2n = Gx2n-l,y2n+l = FX2n-
(vi) y2n e X => y2n = Tx2n 01 y2n ^ K => Tx2n ^ <5X and 
d{Sx2n-l,TX2n) + d{TX2n,y2n) = d{Sx2n-l,y2n), 
(vii) t/2„+i e ii' ^ ?/2n+i = '5x2n+i 01 j/an+i ^ K =^ Sx2n+i ^ ^K and 
d{Tx2n, Sx2n+l) + d{Sx2n+l,y2n+l) = d{TX2n, ?/2n+l)-
We denote 
Po = {Tx2i e {TX2i} : TX2i = t/2x}, 
Pi = {TX2i e {TX2i} : rX2i ^ y2i}, 
Qo = {Sx2i+i e {SX2i+l} • SX2i+l = y2t+\}, 
Ql = {SX2i+i e {5X2,+!} : 5X21+1 7^  y2i+l}-
Note that {Tx2n,Sx2n+i) ^ Fi x Qi, as if Tx2n e Pi, then y2n ^ Tx2n 
and one infers that rx2n ^ SK which imphes that y2n+i = Fx2n ^ ii'.Hence 
y2n+i = Sx2n+i 6 Qo-similaily, one can argue that (5x2n-i,T'x2n) ^ Qi x Pi-
Now, we distinguish the following three cases. 
Case I. 
if (Tx2„,5'x2n+i) e Po X Qo, then 
d{Tx2n, Sx2n+l) = d{FX2n, Gx2n-l) 
< a max [\d{SX2n-\,TX2n),d{Sx2n-l,GX2n-l),d{TX2n, FX2n)} 
+ b {d{Tx2n, Gx2n-l) + rf(5x2„-i, PX2„)} 
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= a max [\d{y2n-i,y2n),d{y2n~\,y2n),d{y'2n,y2n+i)} 
+ b{d{y2n-l,y2n+l)} 
= a max {|d(y2n-l, !/2n), d(y2n-l, y2n), d{y2n, y2n+\)} 
+ b {d{y2„-i, y2n) + d{y2n, y2n+i)} 
!
{Y^)d{Sx2n+uTX2n),if d{y2n-uy2n) > %2n+l,?/2n) 
{i:izi)d{SX2n+l,Tx2n),if d{y2n-l,y2n) < d{y2n+l,y2n), 
Which in turn yields 
d{TX2n, SX2n+l) < h d{SX2n-l,TX2n), 
Where h = max {(fzf), ( i r t ^ )} < 1 since a + 26 < 1. 
Similarly, if (5x2„-i,Tx2„) e Qo x -Po, then 
{SX2n-l,Tx2n) 
<< 
{ {TIi)diSx2n-l,TX2n-2),if % 2 n - 2 , ?/2n-l) > C^(y2n-1, y2n) 
I {T:ii:^)d{Sx2n-l,TX2n~2),if d{y2n-2,y2n-l) < d{y2n-l,y2n), 
Which in turn yields 
d{Sx2n-l,TX2nr) < h d{Sx2n-uTX2n-2), 
Where h = max {(f^), (j:^)} < 1 since a + 26 < 1. 
Case II. 
If {Tx2n,Sx2n+i) ^ PQ X Qi, then 
d{TX2n,Sx2n+i) + d{Sx2n+X,y2n+l) = d{TX2n,y2n+l) 
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which in turns yields 
d{Tx2n, Sx2n+l) < d{TX2n,y2n+l) = d{y2n,y2n+l) 
and hence 
d(rX2n,'S'X2„+l) < % 2 n , y 2 n + l ) = d{FX2n,GX2n-l)-
Now, proceeding as in case I, we have 
{Tx2n, SX2„+i) 
< < 
' {Y^)d{Sx2n+l,TX2n),if d{y2n-Uy2n) > d{y2n+l,y2n) 
. {i:i=^)d{Sx2n+l,TX2n),if d{y2n-l,y2n) < d{y2n+uy2n), 
which in turns yields 
d{Tx2n, Sx2n+l) < h d{SX2n-l,TX2n)-
in case {Sx2n~i,Tx2n) ^ Qi x -Po, then 
{Sx2n-l,Tx2n) 
< I 
' {fl^)diSx2n-l,TX2n-2),if rf(2/2n-2, y2n- l ) > rf(y2n-l, 2/2n) 
. ilI^)d{SX2n-l,TX2n-2),if d{y2n-2,y2n-l) < d{y2n-l,y2n), 
which in turns yields 
d{SX2n-l,TX2n) < hd{SX2n-l,Tx2n-2), 
Where h = max { ( f ^ ) , ( i zb^)} < 1 since a + 2b<l. 
Case III. 
If {Tx2n,Sx2n+i) € Pi X QQ, then Sx2n-i e Qo- Since Tx2n IS a convex 
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linear combination of Sx2n-i and y2n, it follows that 
d{Sx2n-l,Tx2n) < maX {d{SX2n-l,Sx2n+l), d{y2n, Sx2n+l)} • (4) 
Now, ii d{Sx2n-u Sx2n+i) < d{y2n,Sx2n+i), then 
d{TX2n, Sx2n+l) < d(l/2n, 5 x 2 n + l ) = d{Fx2n,Gx2n-l) 
< a max {\d{TX2n, Sx2n-\),d{TX2n, FX2n),d{Sx2n-\,GX2n-\)} 
+ b{d{TX2n,GX2n^l) + d{SX2n-U Fx2n)} 
i {Y^)d{SX2n-l,TX2n),if rf(y2n-l, 2/2n) > % 2 n + l , y 2 n ) {Y^)d{SX2n-l,TX2n),if % 2 n - l , y 2 n ) < d{y2n+l, y2n), 
which in turns yields 
d{TX2n,Sx2n+l) < h d{SX2n-l,Tx2n),) 
Where h = max { ( f ^ ) , ( i z i ^ ) } < 1 as a + 25 < 1. 
Next, if d(y2n,'S'x2n+i) < d(5x2n-i,Sx2„+i), then from (4) 
d{Tx2n, SX2n+\) < d{y2n, SX2n+l) = d ( F x 2 „ , G x 2 n - 2 ) 
< a max{ld{Tx2n,Sx2n-2),d{Tx2n,FX2n),d{Sx2n-2,Gx2n-2)} 
+ b {d{TX2n, Gx2n-2) + d{Sx2n-2, FX2n)} 
= a m a x { ^ d ( y 2 n , y 2 n - 2 ) , % 2 n , ? / 2 n + l ) , % 2 n - 2 , y 2 n - l ) } 
+ b {d(t/2n, y2n-l) + rf(?/2n-2, y2n+l)} 
Since 
\d(y2n,y2n-2) = 5 {c^(y2n, ?/2n-l) + rf(y2n-l, y 2 n - 2 ) } 
" i a ^ { % 2 n , Z/2n-l) , C^(t/2n-l, 2/2^-2)} 
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Therefore, one gets 
d{TX2n,SX2n+l) 
< a max{d{y2n,y2n-i),d{y'2n-\,y2n-2),d{y2n,y2n+\)} 
+ 6{d(y2n,y2n- l ) + d{y2n-2,y2n+\)} 
< a max{d{y2n-i,y2n-2),d{y2n,y2n+i)} 
+ b{d{y2n,y2n-l) + rf(y2n-2, | /2n-l) + ci(y2n-l, y2n+l)} 
< o max{d{y2n-i,y2n-2),d{y2n,y2n+i)} 
+ b {d(y2n-2, y2n-l) + d(y2n, y2n+l)} 
< 
{f^)d{TX2n-2,Sx2n-l),if d{y2n-2,y2n-l) > d{y2n,y2n+l) 
{Ti::^)d{SX2n-l,TX2n),if d(y2n-2,y2n-l) < d(y2n, y2n+l), 
which in turns yields 
d{Tx2n, SX2n+l) < h d(Tx2n-2, SX2n-l),) 
Where h = max { ( f^ ) , (izfr^)} < 1 as a + 26 < 1. 
Thus in all cases, we have 
d{TX2n, Sx2n+l) < h maX {d{SX2n-l,Tx2n), d{T2n-2, Sx2n-l)} 
whereas 
d{SX2n+l,TX2n+2) < h maX {d{SX2n-l,TX2n), d{T2n, Sx2n+l)}-
Now on the lines of Assad and Kirk [2], it can be shown by induction that for 
n > 1, we have 
d{Tx2n,Sx2n+i) < hTS and d{Sx2n+i,Tx2n+2) < h'^'^^ 
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whereas 
6 — h'i'max {d{Txo, Sxi),d{Sxi,Tx2)}-
Thus the sequence {Txo,Sxi,Tx2,Sx3,....Sx2n-i,Tx2n,Sx2n+u-} is Cauchy. 
Then there exists at least one subsequence {Tx2nJ or [Tx2n^+,} which is con-
tained in Oo or Qo respectively and finds its hmit z e K. as K is a, closed subset 
of complete metic space {x,d). suppose that there exists a subsequence {Tx2nk} 
which is contained in po for k G N. Firstly, asssiune that S is continuous then 
due to continuity of S, {STx2nk} converges to sz. on using weak commutativity 
of the pair (G, S), one can write 
d{STx2n^,GSX2nk-l) < d{Sx2n^-l,GX2nk-i) 
which on letting fc —> oo, yields d{Sz, Gx2nk-i) ~^  0-
In order to show that Sz = z, consider 
d{FX2n^,GX2nk-l) < 0- "^CX \\d{T X2n^, SSX2n^-\),d{Tx2-nk, FX2rx^),d{SSx2n~l-,GSx2n-
+ b {d{Tx2n,,, SSx2n^-l) + diSSx2n-l, Fx2n^)} 
which on letting fc -^ oo, reduces to 
d{z,Sz) < a max{ld{z,Sz),0,0] + b{d{z,Sz) + d{z,Sz)} 
<{^ + 2b)diz,Sz) 
yielding thereby z — Sz. 
Next, consider 
d{Fx2n„Gz) < a rnax {^diTx2n„Sz),d{Tx2n„Fx2n,),d{Sz,Gz)} 
+ b {d{Tx2n„Gz) + d{Sz, FX2nJ} 
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which on letting fc -> oo, reduces to 
d{z,Gz)<amax{\,0,0,d{z,Gz)} + b{d{z,Gz) + 0} 
<{a + b)diz,Gz), 
implying thereby z = Gz. Since ^ is in the range of G, therefore due to the 
relation GK nK C TK, there exists a point ueK such that Tu = z. Therefore 
d{Fu,z) = d{Fu,Gz) 
< a max {\d{Tu, Sz), d{Tu, Fu), d{Sz, Gz)} 
+ b{d{Tu,Gz) + d{Sz,Fu)} 
< a max {0, d{z, Fz), 0} + & {0 + d(z, Fu)} 
< {a + b)d{z,Fu), 
implying thereby Fu = z = Tu. Also, we can write 
d{Fz,TFu) = d{FTu,TFu) < d{Fu,Tu) = 0, which implies that 
Fz — Tz. In order to prove Fz = z,yfe consider 
{Fz,z)^d{Fz,Gz) 
< a max {ld{Tz,Sz),d\Tz, Fz),d{Sz,Gz)] 
+ b{d{Tz,Gz) + d{Sz,Fz)} 
< a max {ld{Fz, z), 0, o} + 6 {d{Fz, z) + d(z, Fz)} 
<{^ + 2b)d{z,Sz) 
yielding thereby Fz — z = Tz. 
Hence Sz ^ Gz = Fz = Tz ^ z. Thus z is the common fixed point of F, G, S 
and T. In case T is continuous , a similar proof can be outlined, hence it is omit-
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ted. Next, let us assume that F is continuous, then the subsequence {FTx2nJ 
converges to Fz. Since the pair (F, T) commutes weakly, therefore as earlier it 
follows that {TFx2nk} converges to Fz. Now consider 
d(Fx2Tifc,Gx2n)t-i) < a max {ld{TFX2n„Sx2n,-l), d{TFX2n„ FF^n,), d{SX2n-l,GSx2n 
+ b{d{TFX2n„Gx2n,-l) + d{Sx2n,-l, FF2nJ} 
which on letting K —^ oo reduces to 
d{z,Fz) < a max{ld{Fz,z),0,o}+b{d{Fz,z) + d{Fz,z)} 
<{^ + 2b)d{Fz,z), 
yielding thereby Fz = z. Similarly 
d(Tz,Gx2nk-i) < a max \^ld{Tz,Gx2nk-i),d{Tz,Fz),d{Sx2nk-i,Gx2n^-i)j 
+ 6 {d{Tz, Gx2n,-i) + d{Sx2n,-i, Fz)} 
which on letting K -^ oo, reduces to 
d{Tz,z)<a max{ld{Tz,z),d{Tz,z),o] + b{d{Tz, z) + 0} 
< {a + b)d[Tz,z), 
a contradiction, implying thereby Tz = z. 
Notice that due to Fz — z, 2 is in the range of F and therefore due to the relation 
FK fl K C SK, there exists a point v E K such that Sv = z. Now, consider 
d{z,Gv)^d{Fz,Gv) 
< a max{^d{Tz,Sv),d{Tz,Fz),d{Sv,Gv)] 
+ b{d{Tz,Gv) + d{Sv,Fz)} 
< a max {0,0, d{z, Gv)} + b {d{z, Gv) + 0)} 
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< {a + b)d{z,Gv), 
yielding thereby z = Gv. Since the pair (G, S) commutes weakly, therefore 
d{GSv, SGv) < d{Gv, Sv) = 0, 
implying thereby GSv = SGv which impUes that Gz = Sz. In order to prove 
Gz = z, consider 
d{z,Gz) = d{Fz,Gz) 
< a max[\d{Tz,Sz),diTz,Fz),d{Sz,Gz)} 
+ b{d{Tz,Gz) + d{Sz,Fz)} 
< a max {|d(2, Gz), 0, o} + 6{d{z, Gz) + 0} 
<i^ + b)d{z,Gz), 
which imphes that z = Gz. Thus, we obtain Sz = z ^Tz = Gz = Fz,hence z 
is the common fixed point of F, G, S and T. If we assume G to be continuous, 
a similar proof can be outhned, hence it is omitted.If {iS'x2Tn,+i} is contained in 
Qo> then the proof goes on similar fines, hence it is also omitted. 
The uniqueness of the the common fixed point follows easily by contradiction 
condition (3). This completes the proof. 
In an attempt to prove Theorem 2 for pointwise i?-weakly commuting pairs, we 
have the 
Theorem 3.3.4. 
Let {X,d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K a non-
empty closed subset of X. Let F,G,S,T : K -> X satisfying (3.3.1) and 
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(3.3.2) .suppose that 
(viii) (F, T) and (G, S) are pointwise /?-weakly commuting pairs, 
(ix) F, T, G and S are continuous on K. 
Then F, T, G, and 5 have a imique common fixed point. 
Proof. 
We adopt the same procedure as that in Theorem 2 to prove that the se-
quence {Txo, Sxi,Tx2, Sx3, ...Sx2n-i,Tx2n, Sx2n+i-} IS Cauchy. Suppose that 
there exists a subsequence {Tx2nk} which is contained in PQ. Furthermore, sub-
sequence {Tx2n^} and {5x2nfc-i} both converge to z e K as K is a. closed subset 
of complete metric space (X,d). Since Tx2nk = Gx2nk-i and Sx2nk-i G K, using 
pointwise i?-weak commutativity of (G, 5),we have 
d{SGx2n^-l,GSX2nk-l) < Rld{Gx2n^-i, Sx2n„-l) (5) 
for some -Ri > 0. Also 
d{SGX2n,-uGz) < diSGx2n,-l,GSx2n,-l) + d{GSx2n,-l,Gz). (6) 
Making /(T -» oo in (5)and (6) and using continuity of G and S, we get d{Sz, Gz < 
0) yielding thereby Gz = Sz. 
Since y2nk+i = Fx2nk ^^^ 2^:211*. G K, the pointwise /2-wegik commutativity of 
{F,T) implies 
d{TFX2n,),FTx2n, < R2d{FX2n,,Tx2n,) (7) 
for some i?2 > 0. Also 
d{TFx2n,),Fz) < diTFx2n„FTx2n,) + d{FTx2nJ,Fz). (8) 
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Therefore, as previously, the continuity of F and T imphes d{Tz, Fz) < 0 giving 
thereby Tz = Fz as K -^ oo, 
If we assume that there exists a subsequence {Sx^uk+i} contained in Qo, 
then analogous arguments establish the earher conclusion. The rest of the proof 
is identical to that of Theorem (2.1) hence it is omitted. 
Theorem 3.3.5. 
Let {X, d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K he a, non-
empty closed subset of X.If {F, G) is generalized (5, T) contradiction oi K to X 
satisfying (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and 
(x) TK and SK (or FK and GK) are closed subspaces of X. 
Then 
(xi) (F, T) has a point of coincidence, 
(xii) (G, S) has a point of coincidence, 
Moreover, if the pair (F, T) and (G, S) are coincidentally commuting, then F, G, S 
and T have a unique common fixed point. 
Proof. 
Proceeding as in Theorem (2.1) we assmne that there exists a subsequence 
{rx2nfc} which is contained in PQ. Since TK as well as SK are closed subspace 
of X and {Tx^n^} is Cauchy in TK, it converges to a point z € TK. Let 
u G T~^z, then Tu = z. similarly {Sx2nk+\) being a subsequence of Cauchy se-
quence {TXQ,Sxi,Tx2,Sxz, ...Sx'2.n-\,Tx2n,Sx2n+\--} also Converge to z as SK 
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is closed. Using Theorem (3.1) one can write 
rf(Fu,Tx2„J = d{Fu,Gx2n,-i) 
< a max | |d (Tt j , Sx2n^-i),d{Sx2n^-i,Gx2n^-i), d{Tu, Fu)^ 
+ b{d{Tu, GX2n,-l) + d{Sx2n,-l,Fu)} 
, which on letting k —^ oo reduces to 
d(Fu, z)<a max {0, d{z, Fu), 0} + 6 {0 + d{Fu, z)} <{a + b)d{z, Fw), 
yielding thereby Fu = z. Thus, we have Fu = z = Tu which estabUshes 
(xi). Further, since Cauchy sequence {z„} converges to z E K and z = Fu, 
z e FK r\K d SK, there exists w e K such that Sw — z. Again using (3.1), we 
get 
d{Sw,Gw) = d{z,Gw) 
= d{Fu, Gw) 
< a max[^d{Tu,Sw),d{Tu,Fu),d(Sw,Gw)] 
+ b {d{Tu, Gw) + d{Sw, Fu)} 
< a max {0,0, d{Sw, Gw)} + b {d{z, Gw) + 0} 
< (a + b)d{Sw, Gw) 
which implies that Sw = Gw. Hence Sw — Gw = z which establishes (xii). 
In case FK and GK are closed subspace, then z G FK (1 K C SK or z e 
GK n iC C TK. The analogous arguments establish (xi) and (xii). If we assume 
that there exists a subsequence {Sx2nk+i} contained in QQ with TK as well as 
SK are closed subspace of X, then noting that {Sx2ni,+i} is Cauchy in SK, the 
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foregoing anunents establish (xi) and (xii). The uniqueness of common fixed 
point follows easily. This complete the proof. 
The following example shows that in general F,G,S and T satisfying the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 3 need not have a common coincidence justifying two separate 
conclusioas {xi)and (xii). 
Example 3.3.6. 
Let K = X = [0, oo) with usual metric d. Define F, G, S and T as 
Fx = X + ^,Gx = x"^ + ^,Tx = 5x and Sx = 5x^ x e X. 
Then for any x,y E X, 
diFx,Gy)=\x-y^^l{\diTx,Sy)) 
that is (3) is satisfied with a = | and 6 = 0. Further (i) and (ii) are vacuously 
satisfied. 
Evidentally 1 = T(|) = F(i) / | and 5 ( ^ ) and G{^) 7^  ^ . Notice that two 
separate coinicedence points are not common fixed points as FT{^) ^ TF{^) 
and SG{A^) ^ GS{A^) which shows that necessity of coincidentally commuting 
property in Theorem 4. 
Next, we fmrnish an example to establish the utility of results over earlier ones 
especially those contained in Khan et al.[24], Assad [l],Chatterjea [6] and others. 
In doing so, we are essentially inspired by Imdad and Kumar [18]. 
Example 3.3.7 




' x^,if 0 < X < 2 
and Tx = 
2x^,if 0 < x < 2 
3, z/ 2 < X < 3, 
Gx= { 
x^,if 0 < x < 2 
[ ( i ) , i / 2 < a : < 3 , 
/" 0^6 
and 5a; = < 
2 x ^ z / 0 < x < 2 
3, z/ 2 < X < 3, 
Since 5A: (the boundary of K) = {0,3} . Clearly TKr\SK = [0,32] n [0,128] = 
[0,32] and hence 5K = {0,3} C T/TDSK. FKnK = [0,4] n [0,3] = [0,3] C SK 
and GKnK = [0,8] n [0,3] C TK. 
Also 
TO = 0 e 5K ^ /O = 0 G /C, 50 = 0 G (J/C =^  GO = 0 G /C, 
T3 = 3 G (5X =» /3 = I e /C, 53 = 3 G (5/^ : G3 = I G /iT. 
Moreover, if x G [0,2] and y G [2", 3], then 
d ( F x , G y ) = | x 2 - l 
< I max[\d{Tx,Sy),d{Tx,Fx),d{Sy,Gy)] 
+ < \ max {d{Fx, Sy) + d{Tx, Gy)}. 
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Next, if x,y G [2,3], then 
d(Fx,Gy) = 0 = ld{Tx,Sy) 
< I max{\d{Tx,Sy),d{Tx,Fx),d{Sy,Gy)} 
+ ^{d{Fx,Sy) + diTx,Gy)}. 
Finally, if x,y G [0,2], then 
d{Fx,Gy)=\x'-y'\ 
< I max[^d{Tx,Sy),d{Tx,Fx),d{Sy,Gy)} 
+ \{d{Fx,Sy) + d{Tx,Gy)}. 
which shows that the contradiction condition (3) is satisfied for every x,y G K. 
Moreover '0' is a point of coincidence as TO = FO as well as 50 = GO whereas 
both the pairs (F, T) and {G, T) are coincidentally commuting as TFO = 0 = FTO 
and SGO = 0 = GSO. Also FK,TK,GK and SK are closed in X. Thus all the 
conditions of the Theorem (3.1) are satisfied and '0' is the unique common fixed 
point of F, G, S and T. One may note that '0' is also apoint of coincidence for 
both the pairs (F, T) and (G, S). 
Note that the mappings satisfying (3.1) need not satisfy (i). To substantiate this, 
consider the mapping T with 0 < x < 3 and 2 < x < 3 then using (i), one gets 
d{Tx,Ty) =\ 2x^-3 \ < a max{\ x - 2x'^ \\ y - 3\} + b{\ x - 3 \ + \ y - 2x^ ]} 
at a; = I and y = 3. Then 
1 1 - 3 I < a m a x { | l - l | | 3 - 3 | } + 6 { | i - 3 | + | 3 - | | } 
f<i«+(¥)-f 
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implying thereby a < ^ a contradiction which estabhsh the utihty of the results 
proved in this chapter. 
Lastly, note that Theorem (2.1) can not be used in the context of this ex-
ample because both the pairs (F, T) and (G, S) axe discontinuous. Thus example 
(3.3.6) and (3.3.7) can be utiUzed to estabhsh that Theorem 2 and Theorem (3.1) 
are independent of each other. 
Finally, we prove a fixed point theorem when closedness of K is replaced by com-
pactness of K. 
Theorem 3.3.8. 
Let {X, d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and K a non-
empty compact subset of X. Let F,G,T : K -^ X satisfying: 
(xiii) 5KCTK, {FKuGK)nKCTK 
(xiv) Txe6K ^ Fx, GxeK with 
(xv) d{Fx,Gy) < M{x,y),M{x,y) > 0 for all x,y e K 
where 
M{x,y) = a max { id(Tx, Ty), d{Tx, Fx), d{Ty, Gy)} 
+ b{d{Tx,Gy) + d{Ty,Fx)} (9). 
for all x,y e K with x i^y, a,6 > 0 such that a -I- 26 < 1. 
If T is weakly commuting with each F and G and all the involved maps F, G and 
T are continuous on K, then F, G and T have a unique common fixed point. 
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Proof. 
We assert that M{x,y) = 0 for some x,y e K. Otherwise, if M(x,y) / 0 
for any x,y G K, then 
is continuous and satisfies f{x, y) < I for {x,y) e KxK. Since KxK is compact 
there exists {u,v) e K x K such that f{x,y) < f{u,v) = c < I ior x,y e K 
which in turn yields d{Fx,Gy) < cM{x,y) for x,y E K and 0 < c < 1. 
Therefore using (9) it is staightforward to conclude that 
max{f^,j^^<l}. 
Now by Theorem 2 (with restriction S = T), one gets Fz = Gz = Tz for some 
z e K which in yields M{z, z) — 0, contradicts our assumption M{x, y) > 0. 
Therefore M{x,y) = 0 for some x,y e K which implies that Tx = Fx and 
Tx = Ty = Gy. if M{x, x) = 0, then Tx = Gx. Otherwise, if M{x, x) ^ 0 then 
using (9), one obtains d{Tx, Gx) < 0 imphes Tx — Gx. similarly in either of the 
cases of the M{y,y) = 0 and M{y,y) > 0,Ty = Fy. The restbof the proof is 
identical to that of Theorem 2, hence it is omitted. This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOME COMMON FIXED POINT 
THEOREMS IN BANACH SPACES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose £^  is a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space with D a 
non-empty compeict convex subset of E, and ior S = E or S = D let K{S) denote 
the family of all non-empty closed convex subsets of S. A mapping T : D -> K{S) 
is said to be upper semi-continuous on D ii for each point XQ in D and each open 
set G containing Fxo there exists a neighbourhood U{xo) of XQ such that Tx c 
for all points x in U{XQ). A point x in £) is said to be a fixed point of F if a; G Tx. 
In 1941, S. Kakutani [22] published a proof that every upper semi-continuous 
set-valued transformation defined on a compact convex set D in H" and taking 
values in K{D) has a fixed point. This result was extented to locally convex topo-
logical vector spaces by Ky Fan in 1952 [10], and since then fixed point theory in 
functional analysis for set-valued transformation has been extensively developed. 
Let E and D as above, and x e D and define the inward set of x relative to D, 
denote loix) as follows: 
ID{X) = [{l-a)x + ay: yeD,a> 0]. 
If F : D -> K{E) is upper semi-continuous and satisfies Tx D ID{X) 7^  0 for X in 
D then F has a fixed point. In a parallel development, Nadler [27] and Markin 
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[26] initiated a more geometric approach by considering mappings F of a com-
plete metric space M which take values for the family of non-empty botmded 
closed subsets of M where this family is given the Hausdorff metric H, call-
ing such a mapping F a contraction mapping if there exists constant k e (0,1) 
such that H{Tx,Ty) < k d{x,y), x,y G M, and a non-expansive mapping if 
H{rx,ry)<d{x,y), x,yeM. 
4.2. SOME THEOREMS 
Theorem 4.2.1. 
Let K he a non-empty closed convex subset of Banach space X, and 
suppose F is an upper semi-continuous mapping of K into F{x) which satisfies 
for k e (0,1): 
(a) For each x e K there exists 5 = 5{x) > 0 such that 
yeBsHK ^ dist{y,Tx) + k\\x -y\\. 
suppose also that one of the following conditions holds: 
(b) Fi(x) n IKIX) ^ (f) for each xeK. 
(b') Corresponding to each x & K there exists constants 
a = a{x) > 1, // = fj.{x) G (0,1) such that 
(1 - /i)x -I- /iFa(x) c K. 
Then there exists xo£ K such that XQ 6 TXQ. 
If the mapping F in is a contraction mapping from K into (Fb{X),H) 
where Fb{X) is the family of non-empty bounded closed subsets of X and H 
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denotes the Hausdorff metric, then F is automatically upper semi-continuous. 
Moreover, (a) follows from the fact that for such a mapping one always has: 
dist{y,Ty) < dist{y,Tx) + H{Vx,Ty), x,yeK. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1(b). 
Assmning F has no fixed points we may clearly suppose dist(a;, Tx) > 0 
for each x e K. Select e > 0 so that A; < (1 - e)(l + e)-\ Given x e K, [4.2.1 
(b)] imphes existence of an element z G Fi(x) n/fc(x), and by Lemma (1.1) there 
exists he (0,1) such that 
h-^dist({l-h)x+hz,K) < edist{x,rx). (4.2.1.1) 
Writing ^ = (1 — h)x + hz, we observe that \\z — x\\ = h\\z — x||, and moreover 
we may suppose h has been chosen so small that z € Bj/2(x) (where 5 = 5{x) of 
condition (a)). By (4.1.1.1) there exists y £ K, y / i , such that 
\\z-y\\ < he dist{x,Tx), (4.2.1.2) 
and thus 
\\x-y\\/\\z-x\\<[\\x-z\\ + \\z-y\\]/\\-z-x\\ 
= l + \\z-y\\]/\\z-x\\ 
< 1 + \\z-y\\/h dist{x,Tx) 
< l + e. 
Therefore 
il + e)-'\\x-y\\<\\z-x\\. (4.2.1.3) 
Since z e Bs/2{x) it follows from (4.2.1.3) that y G Bs{x) and thus 
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dist(y, Vy) < distiv, Tx) + k\\x - y\\ 
< \\y - z\\ + dist{z,Tx) + k\\x-y\\. 
combining this with (4.2.1.2), (4.2.1.3) and using the definition of z along with 
the fact that z € Tix, we obtain, 
dist{y,Ty) < \\y - z\\ + dist{x,rx) - ||x - z\\ + k\\x - y\\ 
< e\\x - z\\ + dist{x, Fx) - \\x - z\\ + k\\x - y\\ 
= dist{x, Tx) + k\\x - y\\ - (1 - e)||x - z\\ 
< distix, Tx) + k\\x - y\\ - (1 - e)(l + e)'^\\x - y\\ 
= distix, Fx) + [k-{l- e)(l + e)-^||x - y\\. 
Letting rj = -[k — (1 — e)(l + e)"^], the above reduces to: 
^||a; — y\\ < dist{x, Tx) — dist{y, Ty) 
with 77 > 0. We now define g : K -^ K by taking g{x) = y with y determined 
as above, and let ip{x) = T]~^dist{x,Tx) where ip is lower semi-continuous, so the 
existence oi XQ E K such that XQ = g{xo). But ^(x) = y / x for all x G i^ by 
definition, and our assumption that T has fixed points is contradicted. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1(bO. 
As before, assume T has no fixed points and select k' € {k, 1). ^x x e K, 
let Q = a(x), and choose fx so that // < min{fi{x), 5{x)] and a/j. dist(x, Fx) < 5{x). 
Then||x -y\\>n dist(x, Fx) for aU y G (1 - fj,)x + ^Tc{x). Thus if ^ G (1, a) is 
chosen so that ^ — 1 < /i(A;' - fc) we obtain 
(C- l )d is t (x , rx) < {k'-k)\\x-y\\ (4.2.1.4) 
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for aU y e (1 - ii)x + /ir«(x). Now fix z e T^{x) and let y = (1 - /x)x + ixz. By 
(4.2.1.4), 
k\\x - y\\ < k'\\x - y|| - (^ - l)(iist(x, Tx) and therefore (using (a) 
since fi\\x - 2|| < /x ^ dist(x,rx) < 5{x)): 
dist(y, Ty) < dist{y, Fx) + k\\x - y|| 
<\\y-z\\ + k\\x-y\\ 
= \\x-z\\-\\x-y\\+k\\x-y\\ 
< ^ dist{x, Tx) - \\x - y\\ + k'\\x - y\\ - (C - l)dist{x, Tx) 
= dist{x, Tx) + {k' - l)\\x - y\\. 
we now have 
\\x - y|| < (1 - k'Y\dist{xSx) - dist{y,Vy)\ 
and the proof is completed as in case (b) taking g{x) = y and 
(^(x) = (1 - h!Y^dist{x,Yx). 
Theorem 4.2.2. 
Let M be a completed metric space and F : M —> F[M) a mapping of M 
into the non-empty closed subsets of M for which the mapping x -> dist(x, Fx) is 
lower semi-continuous. Suppose there exist constant a > 1 and k <\ such that 
for each x G M, 
inf dist{y,Ty)<kdist{x,Tx) (4.2.2.5) 
F„(x) = [z G Tx : d{x,z) < a dist{x,rx)]. Then there exists a point XQ e M 
such that xo G FXQ. 
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Proof. 
Let X G M, ye Ta{x), and observe that (4.2.2.5) yields 
a-M{x, y) < dist{x, Tx) (4.2.2.6) 
< {I - k)-'^[dist{x,rx) - inf dist{y,ry)] 
Case 1. 
For some x e M, suppose 
dist(x,Tx) - inf dist{y,Ty) = 0. 
In this case (4.1.2.6) impUes dist{x,Tx) = 0, where x G Tx. 
Case 2. 
For all X G M, 
dist{x, Tx) — inf dist{y, Ty) > 0. 
Let r)> I, use (4.2.2.6) to select y G Ta{x) so that 
dist{x,Tx)<T}(\-k)-^dist(x,Tx)- inf (iist(y,ry)], (4.2.2.7) 
and apply the mapping g : M -^ M defined by taking g{x) = y with (/^ (x) = 
a 77(1 — fc)~Mist(x, Fx). 
Theorem 4.2.3. 
Let M be a acomplete and convex metric space. Suppose / is mapping of 
M onto itself which satisfies, for fixed h> I, the condition: 
(c) for each x G M there corresponds e = e(x) > 0 such that if y G Be(x), then 
d(/(x), f{y)) > h d{x, y). Suppose also that f'^ : M -^ 2 ^ is 
continuous (i.e.both upper and lower semi-continuous) with /~^(x) compact for 
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each X e M. Then / has a fixed point in M. 
Proof. 
Define ip: M -^^+ by <p{x) = inf [d{x,z) : z e f'\x)]. Fix a; G M and 
suppose f{x) ^ X. Since f~^{x) is compact there exists u € f~^{x) such that 
d{x,u) = ip(x). Using convexity it is possible to choose m / x so that m lies on 
a metric segment joining x and u, and since f~^ is continuous we may suppose 
m to be chosen so near x that f~^{m) n Be(w) 7^  0 where e = e{u) of (c). Thus 
if y e f-\m) n Be{u), d{f{u), f{y) > h d{u, y)). Therefore 
(p{m)<d{m,y) 
< d{m, u) + d{u, y) 
< d(m, u) + h~^ d(x, m) 
= d{x, u) — d(x, m) + h~^ d{x, m) 
(p{x) + {h~^ - l)d{x,m) 
, from which 
d{x,m) < (1 - h-^)-^[ip{x) - (?(m)]. 
li g : M ~¥ M is defined by taking g{x) — m, with m chosen as above if x 7^  f{x) 
and m = X otherwise, (c^  = (1 — h~^)~^(p) yields a point x e M such that 
g{x) = X. This can only happen if f{x) = x. 
Theorem 4.2.4. 
Let X be a uniformaly convex Banach space, K a non-empty bounded 
closed convex subset of X, and F a non-expansive set-valued mapping defined 
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on K and taking values in the family of non-empty compact subsets of X. If 
Fx C IK{X) and aiHx G K, then there exists XQE K such that XQ G TXQ. 
for a closed convex subset K of a normed linear space X and a bouned se-
quence [xi] in X we define 
AR{[xi]) = inf [Zirrii sup \\y - Xi\\] 
y&K 
if X is uniformaly convex, then there exists a unique point y — A{\xi\) G K such 
that 
ItTTii sup \\y - Xi\\ = AR{\xi]). The point A([xi]) and the number AR{\xi]) are 
called, respectively the asymptotic center and asymptotic radius of the sequence 
[ajj] (relative to K). 
Proof. 
Let a G /C and [A„] C (0,1) with A„ -)• 0. for each n, define Vn-K-^2^ 
by r„x = A„a -f- (1 — A„)rx, x E K. It follows that r„ is a set-valued contrac-
tion mapping with Lipschitz constant 1 — A„ and, since IK{^) is convex for each 
xG K, 
^nX C IK{X), xeK. (4.2.4.8) 
now observe that r{K) = U^^x ^x is bounded set. To see this, fix z e K, 
let Mo=diamii:, and 7Vo=diamr2;. Then if y e T{K), y e Tx for some x E K 
and 
dist{y, Tz) < H{Tx, Tz) < \\x - z\\ < MQ, 
hence sup dist{yjz) < MQ. Let w,u e T{K). For each e > 0, there exist 
s/erCAT) 
K-<^c->" - )-' 
x,werK such that ||ix - x|| < dist{u, Tz) + e/2 and \\v - w\\ < dist{v, Fz) + e/2 
thus, 
\\u - v\\ < \\u - x\\ + \\x - w\\ + \\v - w\\ 
< dist{u, Tz) + \\x - w\\ + dist{v, Tz) + e 
< 2Mo + No + e 
which in turn imphes the bounedness of T{K). 
letxeK, ze Tx, and let AT = ||a - z\\ + M where M=dia.m{UxeKFx). 
if y G r„a;, then y = .\„a + (1 — A„)ty for some w G Fx and 
dist{y, Tx) < A„||a - w\\ < A„iV. (4.2.4.9) 
Also for any u G Fx we have A„a + (1 - A„)u G F„x and so 
dist(u, F„x) < XnN. (4.2.4.10) 
Together (4.2.4.9) and (4.2.4.10) imply //(F„x,Fx) < KN, and i / (F„x,rx) -> 0 
uniformaly for x G i*C as n —>^ oo. 
Because of (4.2.4.8) and the fact that the values of F are compact, corollary 
(1.4.6) apphes and each mapping F„ has a fixed point x„ G /C. Since x„ 
GammanX, dist(x„,F„x) < i/(F„x„,Fxn) and by uniform convergence of [F„], 
disf (x„, Fx„)-> 0 as n ^ cx) (4.2.4.11) 
By Lemmas (1) and (2), passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
[xn] is regular and almost convergent. Let z = A([x„]) and r = AR{[xn]). for 
each n choose j/tnFx„ so that 
||x„-?/„|| =dist{xn,rxn). (4.2.4.12) 
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Using compactness again, select z„ G Tz such that 
| |2„-y„| | < HiTzJXr^) < \\z-xn\\. (4.2.4.13) 
Since Vz is compact, [zn] has a convergent subsequence [zrn]\ say z^ ^ z e Tz 
as i -> oo. Since Tz C /ii-(-z) there exists a = a{z, z) e (0,1) such that 
(1 - a)z + az e K.Aiso, since [x„] is regular and ahnost convergent, z — yl([a;„.]) 
and r = AR{[xn]) and it follows from Lemma (5) that ii Wi = (1 - Q!)2 + 
axrn, ^ = 1.2,3, , then z = >l([iyi]) and z — AR{[wi]) — ar. Letting 
10 = (1 - a)z + az, Uj = (1 - a)z + az„., Uj = (1 - a)z + aym, we have 
for each i, 
\\Wi - W\\ < \\W - UiW + \\Ui - ViW + \\Vi - WiW 
= a\\z -ZnM + a\\zni - ynJI + a\\yni - Xn,\\. 
By (4.1.4.11),(4.L4.12),and (4.1.4.13), 
lirTii sup\\wi - iy|| < alirrii 5wp||z„, - yrn\\ 
< alinii sup\\z — x^JI 
= ar. 
Since AR{[wi]) = ar, by uniqueness of asymptotic centers, z = w = (1 — Q)Z + az 
from which z = z^Tz. 
4.3 RESULTS 
Let X be a Banach space and C a closed convex subset of X. Firstly 
record the following lemma for our future use. 
Lemma 4.3.1. 
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Let M be a metric space, F{M) the family of non-empty closed subsets of 
M, and D C M. Suppose the mapping T : D -^ F(M)is upper semi-continuous 
at xo e D. Then the mapping (p : D -> R^ defined by (^  = dist{x,rx), x G D, 
is lower semi-continuous at XQ. 
Proof. 
Let e > 0. By upper semi-continuous of T at XQ there exists <5 > 0 such 
that y e Bs{xo) n D impUes Ty lies in an e/4-neighborhood of Fxo, and moreover 
we may suppose 5 < epsilan/A. Select u GTy such that 
rf(y, y) < dist{y, Ty) + e/2 and select v G Fxo so that d{u, v) < e/4. Then 
dist{xo, Fxo) - [dist{y, Ty) + e/2] < dist{xo, Fxo) - d{y, u) 
< d{xo, v) - d{y, u) 
< d{xo, y) + d{y, u) + d{u, v) - d{y, u) 
< d{xo,y) + d{u,v) 
<6 + e/A = e/2. 
and hence 
dist{xo, Fxo) < dist{y, Ty) + e, 
proving lowre semi-continuity of (/? at XQ. 
Lemma 4.3.2. 
Let S, T be self maps of C such that 
| | 5x -x | | < \\Sy-y\\ ifandonly if | |Tx-x | | < \\Ty-y\\ forallx,y G C. (4.3.2.1) 
Then 
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inf {max{\\Sx - x\\, \\Tx - x\\) : x e C} 
max{inf{\\Sx - x|| : x e C),inf{\\Tx - x\\) : x € C}. 
Proof. 
For any x G C,let us put 
M{x) = max {\\Sx - x||, \\Tx - x\\} , m = inf {M{x) : x e C} 
and 
s = inf {max{\\Sx - x\\ : x e C} , t = inf {max{\\Tx - xj| : x G C} . 
Since max {s, t} < M(x) for any x 6 C, it is clear that max {s, t} < m. 
Suppose that max {s, t} < m. Then there exist u G C, v E C such that 
\\Su-u\\<s + m-s = m (4.3.2.2) 
and 
\\Tv-v\\<t + m-t = m (4.3.2.3) 
These inequalities should imply that M{u) = \\Tu — u\\ and M{v) = 
\\Sv-v\\. 
as M{u) > m and M{v) > m, from (4.3.2.2) and (4.3.2.3) we should obtain 
\\Su - u\\ < \\Sv - t;|| and \\Tv - v\\ < \\Tu - w||, 
which manifestly contradict (4.3.2.1) This means that max {s, t} = m. Therefore, 
the result follows. 
Henceforth we follow the notations used in the above lemma. Now we 
present our main result. The contractive condition considered here is a slight 
variant of that studied by Hardy and Rogers [16]. 
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Theorem 4.3.3. 
Let S,T be self mappings of C satisfying (4.3.2.1) and 
||5x - T y | | < a | | x - y | | + 6 max { | | 5x -a : |U | r t / - y | | } (4.3.2.4) 
+ c max{\\Sx - x\\ + \\x - y\\, \\Ty - y\\ + \\x - y\\} 
For any x,y 6 C, where a,b,c are such that 0 < a < 1, 0 < 6 < l , c > 
0, a + 6 + 2c = 1 and 4c(2 — b)<a{l — a). Then S and T have a unique common 
fixed point, which is also a imique fixed point of both S and T. 
Proof. 
Let X G C be arbitrary. From (4.3.2.4), we deduce that 
\\STx - Tx\\ < a\\Tx - x|l + 6 max {\\STx - Tx\l \\Tx - x||} 
+ c max {\\STx - Tx\\ + \\Tx - x||, \\Tx - x\\ + \\Tx - x||}, 
which implies 
I ISTx- rx l l < a | | T x - x | | . (4.3.2.5) 
Analogously, we have 
llTS-x-^xll < a | | 5 x - x | | . ' (4.3.2.6) 
(4.3.2.5) and (4.3.2.6) holds for any x e C, we also obtain 
| |5T5x - TS-xll < a | | r 5 x - 5x|| < ||5x - x||. 
and 
\\TSTx - STx\\ < a\\STx - Tx\\ < \\Tx - x\\. 
Which, on account of condition (4.3.2.1), yield the following inequahties : 
| | r r 5 x - T5x| | < a\\Tx - x\\ (4.3.2.7) 
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and 
\\SSTx - STx\\ < a\\Sx - x\\. (4.3.2.8) 
Let us define a point z as 
z = l/'iTSx + l/2Tr5x. (4.3.2.9) 
By (4.3.2.7) and (4.3.2.9), it foUows that 
2 \\TSx-z\\ = ||7T5a:-^|| = \\TTSx-Tsx\\ < \\Tx-x\\. (4.3.2.10) 
C being convex, z belongs to C and using (4.3.2.4),(4.3.2.6),(4.3.2.7) and 
(4.3.2.10), we have 
2 \\TSx - z\\ < \\Sz - TSx\\ + \\Sz - TTsx\\. 
< a\\TSx - z\\-^bmax{\\Sz - z||, \\TSx - Sx\\}. 
+ c max{\\Sz - Sx\l \\TSx - z\\} + a {\\Sz - TSx\\). 
+ hmax{\\Sz - z\l \\TTSx - TSx\\} . (4.3.2.11) 
+ c max{\\Sz - T5a;||, \\TTSx - z\\}. 
<a{\\Sx-zl\\z-TSxl]. 
+ 2h max {\\Sz - z\l \\Sx - x\\, \\Tx - a;||}. 
+ 2c max{\\Sz - z\\ + \\Sx - z||, \\Sz - z\\ + \\z - TSx\\}. 
On the hand, using (4.3.2.4),(4.3.2.6), and (4.3.2.7), we obtain 
2 \\Sx - z\\ < \\Sx - TSx\\ + \\Sx - TTSx\\. 
<\\Sx-x\\+a\\x-TSx\\. 
+ h max {\\Sx - x||, \\TTSx - TSx\\}. 
+ cmax {\\TSx - Sx\\, \\x - TTSx\\} . (4.3.2.12) 
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< {2a + l)\\Sx-x\\+bM{x). 
+ b max {\\Sx - x||,3M(a:)}. 
<{2 + a + 2c)M{x). 
Therefore (4.3.2.11) and (4.3.2.12) together imply that 
2 \\Sz-z\\ < a{Z/2+a/2+c)M{x)+2bmax {M{x), \\Sz - z\\} . (4.3.2.13) 
+2c max{\\Sz - z\\ + (1 + a/2 + c)M{x), \\Sz - z\\ + l/2M{x)}. 
Then one must get [jSz —2:|| < M{x), otherwise (4.3.2.13) would yield that 
\\Sz - z\\ < i(3a/2 + aV2 + 2ac + 2^ + 26 + ^c)\Sz - z\\ 
= \\\Sz-z'i < \\Sz-z\\. 
Where 0 < A = 1/2(2 + a^/2 - a/2 + 4c - 26c) < 1, by the hypothesis on the 
control constants a, 6, c. Wehave 
\\Sz-z\\<X.M{x). (4.3.2.14) 
Putting h = inf {\\Sz - z\\ : z = l/2TSx + l/2TTSx, x e C}, by virtue 
of the Lemma (4.2.1), and from (4.3.2.14), we deduce that 
h < Xm = X.max{s,t}. 
Thus 
h < X.t (4.3.2.15) 
being obviously 
s<h. (4.3.2.16) 
similarly, by defining z' = l/2TSx + l/2TTSx and using (4.3.2.8), we 
obtain 
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2 | |5Tx-^ ' | | = \\SSTx-z'\\ = \\SSTx-STx\\ < \\Sx-x\\. (4.3.2.17) 
Then, by setting : 
k = inf{\\Tz' - z'W : z' = 1/2STZ + l/2SSTx, x G C}, 
and by handling (4.3.2.4),(4.3.2.5),(4.3.2.8) and (4.3.2.17), we get the inequality: 
k < X.s. (4.3.2.18) 
resulting evidently 
k>t. (4.3.2.19) 
Thus (4.3.2.15),(4.3.2.16),(4.3.2.18) and (4.3.2.19) and imply that s<h< 
X.t < X.k < X^.s. Therefore, s = 0 becavise 0 < A < 1, and consequently t — 0, 
from (18) and (19). 
So each of the sets G/x and Hn for every /x > 0 must be non-empty, where 
Gii = {xeC : \\Sx - x|| < y^}, Hii = {xeC: \\Tx - x\\ < ^i} 
Further, one has 
diam G/x < (4 + c).^l/h. (4.3.2.20) 
Indeed, from (4.3.2.4) and (4.3.2.6), and for any x,y G G//, we obtain 
lla: - y\\ < \\x - Sx\\ + ||y - Sy\\ + \\Sx - T5x|j + \\Sy - TSx\\ 
<3/x + o | | S x - i | | + o | | x - y | | + 6 max {| |5y-y| | , | |5a;-2:! |} 
+ c max {\\y - Sx\\ + \\Sx - TSxl \\Sx - y\\ + \\Sy ~ y||} 
< (3 + a + h)[i + a\x - y\\ + c{\\x - y\\ + \\x - Sx\\ + /i} 
<(4 + c)fi + {a + c)\\x-y\\ 
from the last inequality,(4.3.2.20) follows, since a + c = 1 - b. Let Ha 
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denote the closure of Ha for any a > 0, choose x e Ha. Then for any arbitrary 
€ > 0, there exists a point y G Ha such thatjlx - y|| < e. Applying (4.3.2.4), we 
see that 
\\Sx - x\\ < \\Sx - ry | | + \\Ty - y\\ + \\x - y\\ 
< a\\x-y\\+b max {\\Sx - x\l \\Ty - y\\} (4.3.2.21) 
+ c max{\\x - y\\ + \\y - Tyl \\x - yl| + \\Sx - x||} + a + e 
< {l-\-a)e+bmax {\\Sx - a;||, 0!}+cmax {e + a, e + \Sx - x\\}+ 
a. 
If ||5x - x|| < a, then x e Ga C Ga/a since 0 < Q < 1. If \\Sx - x\\ > a, 
then we deduce from (4.3.2.21) that | |5x-a; | | < {l+a + c)e-\-{b + c)\\Sx-x\\+a 
which implies \\Sx — x\\ < a/a, e being arbitrary and 6 + c = 1 — a. This means 
X G Ga/a, such that is Ha C ga/a in each case. Let {alphan} be a decreasing 
sequence of reals for which a(„) = an -^ 0 as n ^ oo. So lHa(^n)} is decreasing 
sequence of non-empty closed subset of C such that, by (4.3.2.20), 
diamHa(n) < diamGain)/^ < (4 + c)a(„)/a6. 
clearly, diamHa^n) -^ 0 as n -> oo. As X is complete, by the Cantor's 
Intersection Theorem [3] there is a a; e X such that 
oo _ oo {u} = E Ha^n) C E Ga^n)/a. 
i=l i = l 
Therefore \\Sw - w\\ < a^n)/o- for every n = 1,2,.... and so Sw = w.bom 
(4.3.2.4), we also obtain 
||u; - Tw\\ = \\Sw - Tw\\ < b max {\\Sw - w\\, \\Tw - w\\}. 
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+ c max {\\w - Twl \\w - Sw\\} = (1 - a)\\Tw - w||. 
This implies Tw = w. So w is a common fixed point of S and T. Let w'be 
another fixed point of S. Then, applying (4.3.2.4) for z = tu and y = w', we have 
||iu' = w\\ = \\Sw' - Tw\\ < a\\w' -xv\\ + b max {\\Sw' - w'\\, \\Tw - txj||} 
^cmax{\MJ -Twl,\\w-Sw'Vi = {\-h)\\w'-w\\ 
This gives w' = w. Therefore, w is the miique fixed point of S. Similarly, 
one can show that w is the miique fixed point of T. This complete the proof. 
Theorem 4.3.4. 
Let S,T : C ^ C satisfying 
\\x - S^xW < \\y - SPy\\ if and only if ||a; - T'^x\\ < \\y - T y^H, 
and 
WS^x - T'yll < ally - S^yW + b.max\\S^x - x||, HT^ y - y|| 
+ c.max\\S^x - y||, ||T''y - x|| 
for all x,y 6 C, where p, q are positive integers and a,h,c are as in Theorem 
(4.2.2). Then S and T have a imique common fixed point, which is also the 
unique fixed point of both S and T. 
Proof. 
by Theorem (4.3.5),the maps S^ : C ^ C have a unique common fixed 
point w. since Sw = S{SPW) = SP{SW), we deduce that Sw is also a fixed point 
of S^. since Theorem (4.2.2), assure that w is also the unique fixed point of S^, 
we necessarily have Sw = w. Similarly, one can show that Tw = w. So w is the 
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unique common fixed point of S and T. If w' is another fixed point of S, we have 
S^w' = w', but the uniqueness of w implies w = W. Therefore, w is also the 
unique fixed of 5 as well as for the map T. 
Example 4.3.6. 
Let X be the Banach space of reals with EucUdean norm and C = [0,2]. 
Define S,T : C ^ C by putting, 
S{x) = 0, if 
0 < X < 1, S{x) = 3/5 if 1 < a; < 2, T(x) = 0 if 0 < x < 2, t(2) = 9/5. 
Then condition (4) of Theorem (4.2.2) does not hold. For otherwise, tak-
ing X = 1 and y = 2, we should have: 
||5i - Tall = 6/5 <a{2-l) + b max{l - 3/5), (2 - 9/5) + c max(9/5 -
l ) , ( 2 - 3 / 5 ) 
= a + 2/56 + 7/5c < 3/5a + 2/5 + c 
Since, by the assumptions of Theorem (4.2.2) we have, 
Ac < a(l - a).(2 - 6)"^ < 1/2, from the foregoing inequahty , we 
should deduce that 6.5 < 1 + 1/8 = 9/8, which is a contradiction. 
However, Theorem (4.2.3) is trivially satisfied for p = ^ = 2, 
since, T^{x) = S^{x) = 0 for any x e C. 
Remark 4.3.7. 
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By assuming c = 0 in Theorem (4.2.2), we obtain the main theorem of 
fisher [11]. it may be pointed out that the proof exhibited in [12] inherently 
assumed the commutativity of the mappings under consideration, even though 
the author does not explicity mention such hypothesis, however, one can drop 
this extra requirement by modifying the arguments of Fisher [11] as indicated by 
the proof of our Theorem (4.2.2). Assuming S = T in Theorem (4.2.2) we obtain 
a result more general than that of Gregus [13], Which has also been generaUzed 
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